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Introduedion and Background

Level: Grades 9 - Il

This two-part unit is designed to help students understand the rotes played by non-govemnment
organizations (NGOs), the press, and the Internet in influencing public perception and shaping foreign
policy agendas, on specific issues.

Pari (One: Grassroots Movemneits explores the strategies employed by non-government organizations
to foster public awareness and create political change during the land mine treaty campaign.
H1ighlighted is the Jnternet's rote in raîsing public awareness and uniting NOOs around the world.

Part Two: Land Mines and the Media explores the decisions made by journalists and editors in
bringing the story of the land mines treaty movement to the public.

Background

For Students:

The following materials provide background reading on the land mines movement.

" the article "Defiising the Demon" and
" the handout "Where the Mines Are"

For Teachers:

Teachers wishing to examine the issues surrounding land mines and the land mine treaty movement in
more depth may wish to use the following resources.

o Canada's Department of Foreign Affairs' Introduction to the Ottawa process
* The detailed Chronology of the movement to ban land mines. from the Physicians for Global

Survival, Canada website.
o Selected Resources containing a listing of videos, books, reports, articles, music and web sites

that relate to the land mines treaty movement.

And Now for ... The Lessons!

Part One: Grassroots Movemen-t5

Part Two: Land Mines and the Medi-a

0 The Media A wareness Ne tworc





DEFUSINO THE DEMON

Reprinted, with permission, from 'The New Internationals No. 294/September 1997.

Row Iandmines became such
a hit in wars around the world

-and how a gathering storm
of protest has moved us dloser

Min. to a ban.

A BIRTH 0F A KILLER

SThe first land mines were designed
Pýtwn tto stop the baille tank, that

scourge of trench warfare, duringj World War One - they were
effectively just buried artillery
shelis with exposed fuses. The
development of the Iightweight
explosive TNT in the 1920s made
the first reliable anti-tank mines

the ovit Unon.Desgnedto xplde uderthepossible. During World War Two

theSovet nio. Dsigad o eploe udertheweight of a vehicle, these mines were often removed by
enemy troops on foot. As a result armies began protecting their anti-tank mineflelds by using small metallic or

S glass containers with about haif a kilo of explosive which could be activated by the pressure of a footstep.
From improvised hand grenades to, the German "Bouncing Betty", a mine that sprang to the height of two
metres before spraying its victims with hundreds of steel balls, the antipersonnel mine had come into its own.

GARIBAGE AN]) BUTTRFLIES

After the Second World War mine technology advanced rapidly and in the early 1 960s the US unleashed its
sophisticated 'remotely delivered' mines or scatterables' on Laos and then Cambodia, in a vain attempt to
stop the movement of soldiers and provisions from North to South Vietnam. Scattered from the air, these
mines (nicknamed 'garbage' by the crews carrying them) Ianded on the ground without detonating. Weighing
a puny 20 grams, they were capable of taking off the foot that stepped on them. The randomly scattered
mines could not be mapped and US Forces often suffered heavy casualties when retreating through areas
previously mined by their own pilots. A decade later the Soviet Union also used randomn targeting during its
invasion of Afghanistan and millions of PFM-1 'butterfiy' mines settled gracefully to the ground awaiting
victims.

ETERNAL SENTINELS

Today a plague of land mines has enveloped the world's confiot zones, with an estimated 110 million
antipersonnel mines in the ground and an equal number in -military stockpiles. Most have been supplied by
Northem produoers to countries thousands of miles away, where political and economic instability are
common. Cheap and easy to use, they are the favourite weapons in civil wars and wars of insurgency, used
by govemments and guerrillas alike. These 'etemal sentinels' stand guard long after the conflicts have ended
and kill and maim without mercy or discrimination.

COWARD'S WAR

After the Vietnam War, senior US military officiaIs attested to the inability of land mines to stave off an attack,
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while stressing the horrfie injuries they had caused their own troops. In fact between a fifth and a third of ailUS deaths during the War were caused by these weapons. The ealiest oeils for a ban, however, grew out ofthe experience of non-govemmental organizations (NGOs) in Afghanistan and Cambodia, where the highrates of injury and death amongst retuming refugees presented a crisis of unprecedented proportions. ln 1991Human Rights Watch and Physicians for Human Rights published the first detailed study of how land mineswere actually being used in The Coward's War: Land Mines in Cambodia. The book made a strong case forhumanitarian demining, which aims to make the land completely safe for human use - a far cry from stock
military mine-clearing techniques.

THlE BALL STARIS TO ROLL

October 1992 marked the real beginning of the International Campaign to Ban Land Mines when six NGOscombined their separate initiatives: Handicap International, Human Rights Watch, Medico International,
Mines Advisory Group, Physicians for Human Rights and Vietnam Veterans of America Foundation. None ofthe six groups on the steering committee of the International Campaign came from the disarmamentcommunity. There was also at first a notable Iack of indigenous organizations from mine-affected countries
who were hard-pressed enough to deal with the everyday realities confronting them. But by 1995 theCampaign had embraced a multitude of groups from ail corners of the world - and been given a huge boost
when the International Committee of the Red Cross overcame its usual reluctance to deal with 'political'issues and launched its parallel, well-documented campaign. Attention focuses on the political initiatives andconferences but it is the tireless efforts of people on the ground - starting humanitarian mine-clearance,
organizing support for those injured by mines, exposing the hon-ors of mine warfare - which have brought a
ban dloser.

LAWS AND INTENTIONS

in March 1995, Belgium became the first country to legislate a domestic ban on the production, procurement,sale and transfer of land mines and their components and technology, despite opposition from its armedforces. Previously it had been a leading mine exporter, and, while a declining market and the receding threatfrom the Eastern Bloc were probably factors in the decision, there is no denying the value of Belgium'sexample. Austria and lreland have followed suit. At the regional level, govemments from Central America andthe Caribbean have announoed their intention to create mine-free zones. Southem Africa is starting to talk
along the same uines.

TREATIES AND TURNAROUNDS

if warfare were conctucted according to agreed principles, then land mines would be illegal. The GenevaConvention and its two Protocols outlaw the use of weapons that do not distinguish between combatants andcivilians and which cause needless injury. However, armies around the world haven't lost sleep over suchproscriptions. In 1995-96 the review conference of the 1980 Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons
Protocol Il brought together the world's biggest land mine producers and users as well as supporters of acomprehensive ban. The review worked (and got stalled) by consensus and thus achieved very little thatwould limit the use of land mines. It did, however, get foreign and defence ministnies talking about mines andforced top soldiers, who had viewed them as conventional componients of their arsenais, to reassess theirutility against the wider humanitarian costs (not to mention the political heat).

THE OTTAWA PROCESS

Bypassing the failure of consensus politios, a Canadian initiative in October 1996 convened an historic
conference in Ottawa. The 50 govemments who fully participated signed a declaration recognizing the urgentneed to ban antipersonnel land mines. At the end Canadian Foreign Minister Lloyd Axworthy bolclly
announced his counitrys willingness; to hold a treaty-signing cônference in December 1997, thus imposing a
definite time-scale. The Ottawa Process, which has included NGO input, has brought real hope of a
widespread ban oegardless of whether or not countries opposed to it, such as China and Russia, follow suit.
Currently 97 countries support the Ottawa Process. f a substantial ban materializes in December, thenattention will need to focus on the gargantuan task 0f demining the worid and destroying the existing
stockpiles - to say nothing of support for the people whose lives have been devastated. Mine clearance is
expensive and former producers may not exactly be eager toi pay for it. A worldwide ban is still some years
away.
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Where the Mimes Ame

i
I

This map shows the severity of land mine infestation (both antipersonnel and anti-tank) in the world.
Somne of the less affected countries (like Belguim and Netherlands) bave land mines left over from
the Second World War.

Where thre Mimes Cime Fr..

I most arenas of conflict the mines used were flot mndigenously produced. This map ilustrates the
sources for the land mines in a banciful of countries where the problem is particularly severe. In
Bosmia the mines camne mainly from. the former Yugoslavia.

Reprinted, with permission, fromn 7he New Intemationalisi No. 294/September 1997.

------- -----
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Department of Foreign Aiffairs Ministère des Affaires étrangères
5+I and International Trade et du Commerce international

» INTRODUCTION

Civil society around the world, through. collective effort has put the issue of a ban on anti-personnel (AP)
mines on the global agenda. The energy, creativity and strength of this effort bas brought us to the Ottawa
process, a process weil on the way to concluding a treaty banning AI> mines in December of this year. The
partnership between the International Canipaign, governments and international agencies on this issue bas
been the unique strength of the Ottawa Process.

People around the world have waited too long for a ban on anti-personnel mines. Ini Asia, one of most
heavily mined regions of the world, this issue is real, devastating and vast. Countries such as Cambodia,
Laos, Vietnamn, Myanmiar, Afghanistan, Sri Lanka and the Koreas, painfiilly endure the problem of AP mines
each day.

Camnbodia, with an estimated 2000 minefields, and hundreds of casualties per month, bas one of the highest
proportions of physically disabled people in the world. In Vietnamn, 1 in 250 people are amputees. In
Afghanistan, 1 in 10 adult males have been involved in a mine incident. Even in Korea, there bas been recent
casualties, due to rain which washed mines fromn a marked minefield into unmarked areas.

Thanks to the surging momrentum of world public opinion, those who thought they were power-less, have
become powerful. And an extraordinary coalition of the global public, non-goverrnental organizations, the
media, international community and governiments are working on the agenda set so courageously by the
international Campaign to Ban Landmines and the ICRC many years ago.

Canada continues to work with this diverse conimunity of those committed to realizing the goal, this year, of
an international ban on the use, production, stockpiling and transfer of AI> mines.

Canadian interest in this issue cornes from direct and tragic experience. Canada's Department of National
Defence has identified landmines as the single greatest threat to our overseas militry operations. On June
21, 1994, a Canadian peacekeeper, Master Corporal Mark Isfeld, was killed while remnoving land mines in
Croatia. Hs death was ail the more tragic because it was unnecessary. The mine that killed him had been
planted months or years before, and had remained waiting ail that time for its vîctim - aily or enemy, child
or mother - for landmines are the only weapon where the victim pulls the trigger. At least one other
Canadian soldier bas died and dozens have been wounded since 1992.

These are somne of the reasons why Canada is committed to a ban on AP mines - to take speedy practical
action to ban a weapon that continues to kill and main relentlessly.

will flot be somne abstract instrument of international law, not just a political
een already far too many of those. It wiil have inimediate meaning and impact on
ere.

ir ago, the countries signatory to the Conventional Weapons Convention met to
ocol II, on AP mines. Afler long and difflcult debates they did succeed in

- met in
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devastating humanitarian consequences of these weapons.

It was then that Canada decided that a total ban on AI> mines was the only way to deal definitively with theSAI> mine crisis.

Canada offered its help to those who had already been working for so long to bring this issue to the top of
the global agenda, In October, Canada hosted the first ever meeting of NGOs, international organizations
and governments to discuss astrategy for banning AI> mines. How much interest there would be was literally
unknown.

But the international collective effort prevailed. ICBL partners - with Mines Action Canada and around the
world - and the ICRC worked relentlessly to build interest and support for the October meeting. When the
twenty country mark was reached, the momentum kcicked in - the concern became the accomodation of
these countries aI the conference centre.

It was an inspiring gathering of 350 people from 75 countries, the UN, UNICEF, DHA, the ICRC and
Federation of Red CrossèSocieties and, most importantly, dozens of NGOs representing hundreds of
organizations worldwide.

At the conclusion of that meeting, Minister Axworthy issued bis challenge to the global community: 10
return to Ottawa in December 199710o sign a convention bannîng AI> mines. Many delegations, even those
supportive of a ban, were initially shocked by the Ibis ambitious, timetable. But they realised, as had Canada,
that there existed not only real momentum for a ban, but a special window of opportunity that had 10 be
exploited.

*The shock soon turned 10 delight and enthusiasm amongst ban supporters. It truly catalyzed national and
international action and concentrated minds in a way that had been mnissing previously. And it provided a
clear framework witbin whîcbNGOs, governments and international agencies have been able 10 work
effectively.

This then, is the Ottawa Process - a diplomatic "fast track" designed 10 reacb the goal of an AI> mine ban by
the end of Ibis year.

The Canadian approach througb the Ottawa Process is very simple:

- first: 10 take urgent action 10 flilfil the mandate given by the 156 countries wbich supported a resolution at
the last UN General Assembly calling on the international community "to pursue vigorously an effective,
legally-binding international agreement 10 ban the use, stockpiling, production and transfer of antipersonnel
mines . .. " At Ibis point, halfway measures would not be considered. Use,ý above alI, is the problem. Use must
be banned.

- second: tbis effort is primarily humanitarian in nature; blinding laser weapons were banmed entirely under
the exçisting international humanitarian law instrument of the CCW. AI> mines are not strategic weapons
systems. They do nol need to be treated like nuclear or chemical weapons. An effective AI> mine ban can be
negotiated quickly and simply. There are many precedents. Elaborate verification provisions are neither
necessary nor feasible.

-third: ail countries wbich share the Canadian objective of a total ban are mnvited 10 join in. The Ottawa
Process is transparent and open to ail -- but it will be hostage 10 none.
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The global landmine crisis is like a patient that is hemorrhaging. Before anything else can be done, the
bleeding mnust be stopped and the patient stabilized. A ban on AP mines will do this, and provide the

*op portunity to deal effectively and deflnitively with the enormous challenges of assisting and rehabilitating
tevictimis and clearing the existing mines.

With the spate of successfül meetings held over the past several months, Canada is confident that a ban will
be achieved this year. The coalition of the committed grows every day.

For example, in Harare, iii early June, the 53 states meeting at the Summit of the OAU committed
themselves to an Aflican Ai> mine free zone. In the saine week, in Lima, the OAS General Assembly
reaffirmed the commitmnent of the 34 countries of the hemisphere to the goal establishing the Western
Hemisphere as an Ai> mine free zone. The Foreign Ministers of the Central American countries and the
Caribbean Commonwealth have already declared that their regions will be Ai> mine free by 1999.

And at the June (1997) conference in Brussels - which drew representatives from. 155 countries and more
than 100 NOOs - the movement experienced yet another breaktbrough when 97 governments expressed
their public support to the Ottawa Process by signing the Brussels declaration - a political declaration
expressing support for the following:

- a comprehiensîve ban treaty - covering use, stockpiling, transfer and production;

- formal dîplomatic negotiations to take place in Oslo fromn 1 - 21 September;

- forwards to the Osto negotiations the draft Austrian. treaty - initially prepared by Austria and enhanced and
*refined under their meticulous pen in an extensive multilateral and bilateral consultative process which

included the international experts meetings in Vienna and Bonn attended by more than 110 countries;

- the objective of signing, before the end of 1997, an Ai> mine ban treaty in Ottawa.

The Brussels Conference, like the others in the Ottawa Process focussed on ail tbree dimensions of the Ai>
mine challenge - what Canada has been cafling the integrated agenda: the ban; victim assistance and mine
clearance. At that conférence, Canada was gratifled to hear voices of support from, world leaders such as the
Secretary-General of the UN, Kofi Anan, Desmond Tutu, and former US President Jimmny Carter.

Brussels was both a breakthrough and a turning point, where the collective committed set their compasses
on a heading of true north: a December signing in Ottawa from December 2-4. In the few months, since
Brussels, several other govemmients have joined the movement and expectations are risig that the numbers
will continue to grow over the months ahead.

In the last eight months there has been an unprecedented level of activity in support of a ban. Not only have
there been meetings in Africa and the Americas, the Swedish govemmient hosted a gathening of countries
from Central and Eastern Europe; Turkmenistan hosted a conference in June of Central Asian govemnments,
and in July the ICRC and Govemnment of the Philippines drew together Asia-Pacifle representatives in
Manila to discuss the issue.

kn most cases, it is not governmnents that host or initiate these meetings. Civil society is the driving force
*behind them as was the case for this gathering and the one in New Delhi in August. The truly unique aspect

of the campaign is the amazing partnership amongst publics, NOOs, international organizations and
governments in workçing together to achieve the common goal of a ban.
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While the momentumn exists and ai the signais are positive, there is stili an enormous ainount of work to be
done in the coming months, especiaily in Asia, where support is the most limited. To date, fewer than a
dozen Asian counitries are on board - the Philippines, New Zealand, Malaysia, Cambodia, Nepal, Papua New

SGuinea and the Solomon Islands and Vanuatu. Many others are potential supporters and NGOs are being
Wcounted on to help add their strength to this movement.

The Ottawa Process is entering a new and crucial phase. Although. countries that share the goal of a ban on
AP mines are being encouraged to join in the negotiations on the mine ban treaty in Osto, it is recognized
that there are some who, will flot yet be able to corne forward.

This is unfortunate. But it is neither unexpected, nor unprecedented. Some would prefer to negotiate within
the Conference on Disarmament in Geneva where some important counitries - Russia,, China, India,
Pakistan, who have chosen flot to participate in the Ottawa Process - could be engaged. This too would be
the preference were it possible. Regrettably, consensus in the CD on the issue of a comprehensive ban is long
way off The CD is a closed club of only 61 countries. Many of the counîtries most committed to a ban -
from mine-affected states such as Angola and Cambodia to Ireland and Malaysia - are flot members of the
CD.

It is important to engage producers and exporters in this effort. Indeed, an interesting dynamic has
developed: the momentum generated by the ban campaign has already had a fundamnentally positive effect on
the positions of several key producers. India and Pakistan have imposed or maintained comprehensive export
moratoria. China has said that it has not exported Ai> mines since 1994 and Russia has a liniited export
moratoria in place. We hope that these countries can be convinced to permanently cease their Ai> mines
exports.

*Canada believes that we must continue to work in every available fora - from the CD to the ASEAN
Regional Forum to the OSCE; the OAS to the Commonwealth and Francophonie - to universalize support
for the Ottawa Treaty and to strengthen the norm it wiil establish.

Ultimately, governments must make their own calculation of the costs and benefits of AP mines. Canada
recognizes that the decision to give up AP mines is not always a quick or easy one. In considering this issue,
these countries are being encouraged to read the ICRC study undertaken by a group of distinguished former
military officers in which they determine, afler reviewing 26 armed conflicts, that:

- "even when used on a massive scale, [AF mines] have usuaily had littie or no effect on the outeome of
hostilities," and

- that AF miùnes have rarely been used "correctly t whether by developed armies, third world armies or
insurgents.

The conclusion of the treaty in December, however, is only the first step.

An Ottawa AF mnine ban treaty wiil establish a clear, new international legal norm against AF mines. Lt
cannot be ignored. Even if there is not universal adherence to ihe treaty at the outset, as with every other
treaty negotiated, it wiil have the effeet of establisbing not only a legal norm for those who sign it; but a
moral and political restraint on production, transfer and - most importantly - use for those outside the
regime.

*Canada realizes that the Ottawa Treaty wiil not solve, overnight, the AF mine problem. Lt won't. But it will
give the world a fighting chance to tackle the millions of mines already in the ground and the millions of
people already victims. Lt wii give the world the solid foundation upon which to argue and cajole and lobby,
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energetically and with detennination, for universal adherence to the treaty.

Canada is privileged to be playing a role in helping the world achieve a ban on AI' mines - to be working
Swith the extraordinarily committed and prescient leaders of NGOs commnunities who have galvanized civil

le society and forged a new and unique partnership with govermments to achieve the ban.

lI workçing together li the Ottawa Process, we believe that we may be making history in both substance and
process. We will negotiate and sign a multilateral treaty banning an entire category of weapons i the
shortest time ever. We will achîeve this goal using a new sort of multilateralism: one which draws on the
common energies and vision of governments and civil society. Tbis new approach to multilateral diplomacy
may well have lessons worth applying in other areas of the international agenda.

lI a few months there wili be a ban on AI> mines. The world is halfWay there and already more than 100
countries support the ban.

The carnage and destruction must stop, People must be given new hope.

'Mhen we meet in Ottawa this December fo sign a global ban ireaty, it wîll represent only afirst step - but
an absolutely crucial one - in bringing this tragedy f0 an end "Lloyd Axworthy recently on the Ottawa
Process

We hope to see many of you li Ottawa on December 2 to begin the process of putting an end to AP mines.

Thank you.

.John English on Banning Anti-Personnel Mines

(Editedfrom a speech)

July 1997
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Chronology of the Movement to Ban Landmnines
.91/01 Women's Commission for Refugee Women and Children cails for a ban on landmines i testimony

before US Congress.
91/09 The Coward's War: Landmines i Cambodia joitly issued by Msia Watch and Physicians for H-uman
Rights. At the sanie time, the two organizations cail for a ban.
91/10 Prince Sihanouk, in addressing the UN at the signing of the Cambodian peace agreement, cais for a
ban.
91/11 Vietnam Veterans of Anierica, Foundation, Washington, and Medico International, Frankfurt, agree to
jointly launch a campaign of advocacy to bring together NOOs in a coordinated effort to ban landmines.
92/01 Greece ratifies the 1980 Convention.
92/02 1,400 citizens bring a petition to the Australian govemrment which cails for a ban on the manufacture
and use of landmines.
92/05 Handicap International launches its caxnpaign with the Frenchi edition of The Coward's War. Along
with Mines Advisory Group (UK) and Physicians for Human Rights, HII issues a cati to "Stop the Coward's
War" and begins to gather signatures in support of that cail.
92/07 Siovenia ratifies the 1980 Convention.
92/10 Handicap International (H-I), Human Rights Watch (HRW), Medico International (MI), Mines
Advisory (3roup (MAG), Physicians for Human Rights (PHR), and Vietnamn Veterans of America
Foundation (VVAF) meet i New York and agree to coordinate carnpaigning efforts and to co-sponsor the
flrst NGO Conférence on Landniines iLondon in 1993.
92/10 President George Bush signs into law the one-year Leahy-Evans landmine export moratorium.
92/10 The International Cornunittee of the Red Cross (ICRC) in a statement to the United Nations suggests
that "serious thought be given" to applying the 1980 Convention to non-international armed conflict. The
ICRC also publishes its bookiet "Mines: A perverse use of technology.".92/10 The UN Departmnents of Humanitarian Affairs and Peace-Keeping Operations host the flrst in a series
of meetings with UN departmnents and NOOs to share information on mine clearance and legal controls over
the use of mines.
92/10 Middle East Watch publishes, its report on landmines in Kurdistan, Hidden Death.
92/11 German national NGOs begin a series of meetings to coordinate the German national carnpaign and
produce uniformn cainpaigning materials.
92/11 The German goveniment submaits its instrument of ratification of the 1980 Convention to the
Secretary General of the UN.
92/11 Niger ratifies the 1980 Convention.
92/11 Physicians for Human Rights issues its report: Hidden Enemnies: Landmines in Northern Somalia.
92/11 Swedish NGOs begin public meetings on landmiùnes.
92/12 The European Parliament passes a resolution calling on member states to ratily the 1980 Convention;
make it applicable to internat conflicts; and to declare as an emergency measure a flve-year moratorium on
the export of mines and training to lay them and to prioritize mine clearance and funds for il.
93/01 Latvia ratifies the 1980 Convention.
93/02 -H and the French Institute of International Relations co-sponsor a symposium on landmines which is
attended by over 100. At the symposium, the Foreign Mlnistry announces that a letter lias been sent to the
Secretary General officially requesting a review conférence of the 1980 Convention.
93/02 HI presents 22,000 signatures in support of its cail to "Stop the Coward's War" to President Mitterand
during bis visit to Cambodia. Mitterand offlcially recognizes France's "voluntary abstention" from the export

of IPPNW, holds a seminar on mine injuries at the
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Royal College of Surgeons. The audience of over 60 includes medical professionals, mine manufacturers and
militai-y and politîcal representatives.
93/04 The ICRC holds a three-day symposium on landmines in Montreux bringing together 60

Srepresentatives of governments, the milita-y, mine producers and clearance specialists and NGOs to discuss a
Wrange of possibilities to alleviate suffering caused by landmines.

93/05 Schîebel Elektroniche and the Austrian govemnment hold a three-day symposium in Vienna regarding
effective rehabilitation and repatriation in countries damaged by war. The prima-y focus is landmines.
93/05 German NOOs hold a day-long seminar on landmiînes in Bonn. They begin work to build a sensor
minefleld whîch will be used throughout Germany to build public awareness about landmines.
93/05 The tii-st NGO International Conference on Landmines is held in London bninging together 50
representatives of 40 NGOs to strategize on building the campaîgn to ban landmines. HI HRW, MI, MAG,
PHR and VVAF are recognized as the Steering Committee of the Campaign. and VVAF as the coordinator.
93/05 Siovakia ratifies the 1980 Convention.
93/06 The Swedish Red Cross initiates a campaign of public awareness about the international ai-ms trade,
initially targeting antipersonnel landmines, with the release of its book, Selling Weapons -- A Deadly
Business.
93/06 British NGOs hold the flrst in a series of meetings to coordinate work on the British landmines
campaign.
93/09 The Swiss Governent hosts a govemrmental conference on the protection of wa- victims, which deals
inpart, with landmines.
93/09 The US State Department issues its report on international demining, Hidden Killers: The Global
Problemn with Uncleai-ed Landmines, as mandated by US law.
93/09 UNICEF Geneva decides to give priority attention to the issue of landniines and asks National
Cominitees to give serious consideration to advocacy for the cessation of production of landmiînes.
UNICEF Germnany holds a press conference in Bonn and cails for a ban on landmines.

*93/09 The Netherlands enacts a moratorium on the trade ini landmines which restricts trade to those
countries which ai-e parties to the 1980 Convention.
93/09 New Zealand NGOs wbich had begun work on landmiînes convene the inaugural meeting of the New
Zealand Campaign Against Landmines.
93/09 New Zealand ratifies the 1980 Convention.
93/09 The Leahy amendment to extend the US moratorium on the export of landmines for a period of three
years passes the US Senate by unanimous vote.
93/10 The UN General Assembly passes a resolution on mine clearance which includes the consideration of
"the advisability of establishing a volunta-y trust flind" to finance programs related to mine clearance.
93/11 HRW/PHR release their 536-page report on landmines. Landmines: A Deadly Legacy covers
production and trade, international law and mine clearance amnong other issues.
93/11 Australian NGOs hold a day-long seminar on landmines in Parliament, which is introduced by the
Foreign Minister. One week later, the Australian Defense Force Academy hosts a second, one-day landmine
semmnar.
93/11 Bosnialerzegovina deposits its instrument of succession to the 1980 Convention.
93/12 The UN General Assembly adopts a resolution calling for a review conference of the 1980
Convention. It provides for a governmental expert group to prepa-e for the review conference and which
will consider NGO participation in the group.
93/12 The UN General Assembly adopts a resolution calling for a moratorium on the export of antipersonnel
landmiùnes.
93/12 The UN General Assembly adopts a resolution on children and war which calis for a study to protect
children in war and from the effects of indiscriminate weapons of war, especially anti-personnel mines.

*93/12 Italian NGOs launch the Italian campaign with a workshop in Rome with NOOs ftom the Campaign
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93/12 Croatia deposîts its instrument of succession to the 1980 Convention.
1993 Sweden's Bofors announces that for "moral" reasons it will stop manufacturing antipersonnel
landmines as weli as the export of fuzes and explosives to buyers who might use the material to produce

*such mines.
94/01 Radda Barnen launches its camnpaign against landmines with the release ofiîts report, "Mines and
Chîldren -- A Catastrophic Combination. "
94/01 The ICRC holds a three-day seminar of military experts from 16 countries to "closely study the
niilitary use of anti-personnel mines and possible alternatives. . ."
94/01 UNICEF Geneva hosts a two-day consultative meeting on landmines. Attended by over 70
participants, the meeting is a serious step in the continuing developmnent ofIJNICEF's work on landmines.
94/02 The first session of the expert group preparatory to the review conférence of the 1980 Convention
meets in Geneva. China
is the only country to block participation of any kçind by NGOs in the meetings. The question of NGO
participation is held over
until the second session to meet in May.
94/02 At a press conference prior to the expert meeting, the ICRC's president declares that from a
"humanitarian point of view" a "world-wide ban on anti-personnel mines is the only truly effective solution
and that blinding as a method of warfare has to be outlawed now. "
94/02 Spain announces a renewable one-year moratorium on the export of AMs.
94/03 In a statement before the Human Rights Commission in Geneva, the executive director of UNICEF,
James Grant, adds his voice to that of the ICRC and cails for a ban on landmines.
94/03 Belgian NGOs launch a campaign against landmines.
94/03 Irish NGOs launch a campaign against landmines.
94/03 South Africa's Defense Minister announces a ban on the marketing and export of landmmnes.
94/03 Greece announces a moratorium on the trade of landmines.

S94/03 At a meeting of the international Committee on the Reconstruction of Cambodia, in Tokyo, First Prime
WMinister Norodom

Ranariddh announces that Canibodia will prohibit the importing and layîng of landmines, effective
immediately.
94/04 The Slovak Republic announces a landmine export moratorium.
94/04 The Arms Project of HRW releases a new country report on landmines, Landmines in Mozambhique.
94/04 The Council on Foreign Relations holds a one-day semidnar on landmines entitled, »Clearing the Fields:
Solutions to the
Landniine Crisis. " At the seminar, both the Secretary General of the UN and Cyrus Vance, former US
Secretary of State, cai for a ban on landmines. Papers presented will be released in book formn.
94/05 The Swiss govemnment announces landmines can only be exported to countries which are party to
Protocol Hl of the 1980
Convention.
94/05 The Steering Commnittee of the NGO International Campaign to Ban Landmînes holds its Second
international Conference on Landmines in Geneva, with the logistical support ofLUNICEF Geneva, which is
attended by more than 110 representatives of over 75 NGOs.
94/05 Argentina declares a flve-year moratorium on the export, sale or transfer of APMs, noting that it was
"the basis for the
development of future actions aimed at achieving a permanent regime of control of these types of devices."
94/05 The second session of the expert group to prepare for the review conference of the 1980 Convention
is held in Geneva. UNICEF and UNHCR cail for a complete ban on landmines at these sessions.
94/06 The Canadian govemnment ratifies the 1980 Convention.

*94/06 Germany announces a three-year moratorium on the export of APMs.
94/06 The Vatican Coundil for Justice and Peace releases a document about the arms trade and in it calls for
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landmines.
94/06 The Swedish Parliament decides that Sweden "should declare that an international total ban against
antipersonnel mines is the only real solution to the humanitarian problemn that the use of mines causes.

*Sweden should therefore propose solutions in order to achieve such a ban. "
94/06 Chief of the Swedish Army, General Ake Sagren says that APMs could be done away with and that
the Truppmina 10, one of the most common Swedish mines, could be banned immediately. Swedish Joint
Chiefs do not support the statements.
94/06 Senator Patrick Leahy introduces a bill ini the U.S. Senate that would require a one-year moratorium
on the production and procurement of APMs by the US govermment. The bil does not go to a vote.
94/06 A report on the military utility of landmines commissioned by the U. S. Defense Departmnent concludes
that the utility of landmines in high intensity conflict does not override consideration of landmine arms
control.
94/07 The Israeli governent announces a two-year moratorium on the export of APMs and offers "its
know-how, assistance and training in mine clearance. "
94/07 Fiat announces it wiil seil its shares of Valsella to Borletti, the original owner of Valsella. It does not
announce that it owns 50% of Borletti.
94/07 The British governent announces an indefinite moratorium on the export of mines that "cannot be
made safe afler they have been planted. " Britain also proposed a "code of conduct" for supplier countries
which would ban the export of APMs which do not self-destruct or neutralize.
94/08 The Italian Senate passes a motion ordering the government to ratify the 1980 Convention, to enact an
export moratorium, to activate the "necessary legal instruments" to cease mine production in Italy, and to
promote demining in contaniinated countries. The government indicates that it has not authorized exports
since November of 1993 and "formaliy undertakes to observe a unilateral moratorium" and to "ready the
necessary instruments for stopping production of such devices" in Italy.
94/08 The third expert session to prepare for the review conference is held in Geneva. Sweden officially

*proposes that Article 6 of Protocol il be amended to prohibit the use, developmnent, production, stockpiling;
or transfer of APMs and that states
destroy such weapons. The proposal attracts support ftomn Austria, Ireland and Mexico. Estonia submits a
proposai simiflar to that of Sweden.
94109 The flrst meeting of the Canadian landmines campaign is held in Ottawa. The campaign -- NMe
Action Canada (MAC) -- cails upon the Canadian govemnment to ban the use, production, trade, and
stockpiling of APMs.
94/09 The Italian Landm-ines Campaign holds three days of action in Brescia, Italy -- home of Valsella mine
producer. Thousands participate in a 1 7-kilometer march toward the plant and in a special session the town
council of Castenedolo (where the plant is sited) votes unanimously to join the Landniine Campaign.
94/09 A memorandum from the Italian Foreign Ministry notes that the Italian moratorium wiil remain
effective "until the entry into force of a possible new international regime regulating the export and
production of antipersonnel mines."
94/09 The UN Secretary General submnits bis report on mine clearance, as supporting documentation of the
need for a demining trust fimnd. In it he notes that the "best and most effective way" to solve the global
landmine problem is a complete ban on the use, production and transfer of ail landmines.
94/09 In bis address to the United Nations, U.S. President Clinton cails for the " eventual elimination" of
landmines.
94/10 The U. S. State Department holds a briefing for NGOs to describe the outlines of its proposed
landmine control regime. The NGO community informs the government that it views the regime as a step
backwards ftom the now-stated goal of the eventual elimination of landmines.
94/10 The Czech Republic announces a three-year moratorium on the export of landmines.

*94/11 The Dutch Minister of Defense announces to Parliament that they will destroy 423,000 stockpiled
landmrines and that AP mines wiil be considered similar to chemical weapons with an ultimate goal of a total
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94/12 The Italian Chamber of Deputies ratifies the 1980 Convention, with binding language calling upon the
govemnment to support the Swedish position at the review conference.
94/12 The UN General Assembly passes resolution A/C. 1/49/L. 19 which cais for more states to enact

*export moratoriums and for the eventual elimination of landniine.
94/12 Russia announces a three-year moratoritum on mines which do flot self-destruct and which are flot
detectable.
95/01 The U. S. State Department holds a press conference announcing the release of its new edition of its
landmines report,, "Hlidden Killers: The Global Landmine Crisis. " In the report's preface Secretary of State
Christopher re-states the U. S, goal of the eventual elimination of landnunes.
95/01 The fourth and final session of expert preparatory sessions for the review conference is held in
Geneva. A "Rolling Text" with suggested amendmnents to the Convention has been prepared; fifl consensus
on main issues under discussion has not yet been reached.
95/02 Belgium. ratifies the 1980 Convention.
95/02 The National Research Council of the National Academy of Sciences holds an international seminar on
research for mine detection equipment.
95/02 The 13K ratifies the 1980 Convention.
95/02 The Africa, Caribbean, Pacific-European Union Joint Assembly passes a resolution calling for a global
ban on use, production and export of APMs.
95/02 The ICRC hosts a seminar on the 1980 Convention from representatives fromn east and northern
African counitries in Addis Ababa. It is the first of four-such meetings to be held for African countries.
95/03 At a landmines hearing at the British House of Commons, Camboian amputees present 280,00
signatures collected in Camnbodia calling for a ban to the British Prime Minister and asks the 13K to take a
leadership role in banning landmines.
95/03 Belgiumn becomes the flrst country to pass domestic laws to ban landmine use, production,
procurement, sale and transfer, including components, parts and technology.

*95/03 The U. S. ratifies the 1980 Convention.
95/03 Ireland ratifies the 1980 Convention.
95/03 The Irish Campaign sponsors a series of landmines events in Dublin, including testimony before the
Joint Comm-ittee on Foreign Affairs. Subsequently, the Joint Committee sends a formal resolution to
Parliament and the Minister for Foreign Affairs urging the govemnment to ban the use, production and trade
of landmi*nes.
95/03 Israel ratifies the 1980 Convention.
95/03 The European Parliamnent hokis two days of public hearings on landmines.
95/03 The ICRC and the OAU hold a meeting on the 1980 Convention in Harare. The meeting is opened by
Nobel Laureate Archbishop Tutu who calls for a ban on APMs.
95/04 The Spanish Landmines Campaign holds its first meeting.
95/05 Pope John Paul il cails for a "definitive end to the production and use" of APMs at the 5Oth
anniversary meeting of Pax Christi in Assîsi, Italy. In a message of support to the Cambodia Landmines
Conference, the Vatican Secretariat of State reinforced the Pope's cail for "a permanent ban of this type of
weapon. "
95/05 Romania ratifies the 1980 Convention.
95/05 The European Council of Mlnisters announces that no APMS will be exported outside of EU territory.
95/06 The Cambodia Campaign to Ban Landmines and the NGO Forum on Camnbodia host a three- day
international conference on landmines attended by more than 400 people from. 42 countries, representing
NGOs, governments, the UN, demining organizations and landmine victims.
95/06 The German Parliament passes two motions. The first cails upon the govemnment to press for the
prohibition of non-detectable and remotely-delivered mines without self-destruct mechanisms, for

Srestrictions or prohibitions on sale and trade of landmines, for expansion of scope to internaI conflict, and to
Wsupport verification mechanisms at the review conference. Lt also asks the government to work toward a

worldwide ban on APMs. The second motions asks the government to support humanitarian mine clearance.
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95/06 On the 3Oth anniversary of the first recorded landniine incident in the country, the Faulty of Arts at
University Eduardo Mondiane in Maputo, in conjunction with Human Rights Watch, holds a one-day
seminar on landmaines attended by more than 100 representatives of NGOs, embassies, mine clearance.organizations, the govemnment, the military and the press.
95106 The Norwegian Parliament unanimously adopts a binding resolution caling upon the governiment to
work for a complete ban on APMs in connection with the review conference.
95/06 The South African Ministry of Defense announces that it is "investigating the implications" of
converting its export moratorium into a total ban.
95/06 The European Parliament overwhelmingly approves a resolution and report calling for a complete ban
on APMs and blinding laser weapons.
95/06 The Council of Ministers of the Organization of African Unity adopts a resolution calling upon
member states to support a common African position in favor of a total ban on landniines.
95/06 The US and UK host a meeting in Budapest attended by 31 countries for ongoing discussions
regarding the proposed US/UK landmiànes control regime. The two counitries present a 12-point programn
that would bind signatories to eut stocks of conventional APMs and flot export them. Stocks would be
replaced with self-destruct mines. The US and UK cail for another meeting after the review conference.
Neither India nor China, amnong others, attends the meeting.
95/07 Romania announces, a one-year moratorium on the export of APMs.
95/07 The South Africa Landniines Campaign is launched in support of the International Campaign to Ban
Landmines. The press conference marking the launch is addressed by Archbishop Tutu as well as Dr. Ian
Phillips, an ANC member of parliament.
95/07 The UN Departmnent of Humanitarian Affairs sponsors and "International Meeting on Mine Clearance"
in Geneva to raise money for its denng trust fiind and to help raise. awareness of the landmine crisis. In bis
opening statement to representatives of governiments, UN agencies, demining organizations, and NGOs, the
Secretary General called for a total ban on APMs. 0f the $75 million the UN hopes to raise for the trust

* tnd, $20 million was pledged with an additional $7 million, including in-kind contributions, to establish
"standby capacity" for UN demining activities. Ini ber speech to the meeting, UNHCR!s Sadako Ogata cailed
for a total ban and announced that UNHCR would not knowingly purchase products ftom, companies that
seil or manufacture APMs or their components.
95/08 The Afghan Campaign to Ban Landmines is officially launched in Kabul. Participants in the launch
include the Acting Prime Minister and the Acting Defense Minister. In a separate meeting the Afghan
Campaign is assured by the Deputy Foreign Minister that Afghanistan will support a total ban at the Vienna
Review Conférence.
95/08 A bill introduced by Senator Patrick Leahy which would impose a one-year moratorium on the
production of landmines in the US overwhehningly passes the Senate.
95/08 The Australian campaign holds a national landnuines awareness day as a lead-up to the Vienna Review
Conférence.
95/09 The Common Security Forum holds a day-long seminar on the review conférence at King's Coliege.
Participants include, among others, chairman of the upcoming review conference, Ambassador Molander.
95/09 The Canadian campaign holds a day-long seminar on Iandmines i Ottawa.
95/09 The UK Working Group on Landmines holds a weekend of action marking the opening of the Vienna
Review Conférence. A special landmines service is held a Westminster Cathedral.
95/09 The Vietnam Veterans of Anierica Foundation holds a press conference in Washington to release,
"After the Guns Fail Silent: the Enduring Legacy of Landmines," its socio-econoniic report on the impact of
landmines. The report is also released in the UK and at the Review Conference.
95/09 The German Campaign holds a press conference ini Bonn to mark the openmng of the Vienna Review
Conférence.

S95/09 The South Africa Landmînes Campaign holds a landmine awareness day to mark the opening of the

ries of actions to mark the openmng of the Vienna Review Conference.
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95/09 The Review Conference opens i Vienna. At the conference AUSTRIA announces that it has
renounced the use of APMs by its military and has already destroyed military stocks. Its definition of APMs
does flot include command-detonated munitions, e.g., Claymore. Additionally, FRANCE announces that it is

Sbanning production and destroyîng stocks.
W95/09 At the review conference, Germany announces that it is flot producing APMs. Subsequently, i

October, Foreign Minister Klaus Kînkel demands "the global prohibition and banishment of antipersonnel
mines. " Further, he recommends that Germany set an example and "take away all antipersonnel mines. " He
also states that "We have decided i the Cabinet that Germany shall flot export any more antipersonnel
mines. Neither do we manufacture any more antipersonnel mines here."
95/10 The Review Conference does flot reach consensus and agrees to suspend proceedings. Two additional
sessions are planned for 1996.
95/10 Mozanibique's President states that Mozanibique is prepared to head an iternational caxnpaign against
production, export and use of mines.
95/11 Switzerland announces a change in policy in favor of a complete and inimediate iternational ban on
landmines. It has also renounces the use of APMs by its armed forces; Claymore mines may only be used
with remote control mechanisms and not with tripwire. Ail other APMs have been destroyed.
95/11 The ICRC, together with national Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies, launches for the first time in
its history an international media campaign to mobilize the public and stigmatize antipersonnel landmines.
95/11 I South Africa, the Portfolio Coninittee on Foreign Affairs of the National Assembly recommended
that a ban on AP mine production, transfer and use be icorporated'into South African law.
95/12 The Philippine President announces support for a comprehensive ban on AP mines. H1e also states that
the Philippines' existing stock of mines will be disposed of, and that the Philippines bas flot produced mines
and will fot produce
them in the future.
95/12 The Islamic Conference cahîs for an immediate ban of APMs.

S96/01 An amendment based on the Leahy landmiîne bill is signed into law. The bill places, i three years, aWone-year moratorium on the use of APMs, "except along iternationally recognized borders or i
demilitarized zones" in marked and guarded minefields.
96/01 The week-long session of the review conférence to discuss "technical issues" convenes i Geneva. I
an unexpected change of policy, Canada announces an immediate moratorium on use, production, trade and
export of APMs. A bil caling for a total ban is tabled i Parliament.
96/01 The ICBL convenes a meeting of pro-ban states durig the session and agree to work toward a
framework for an immediate ban rather than the "eventual elimination" of landmines.
96/03 A bill is introduced in the Irish Parliament to ban landmies.
96/03 The Uutch Minister of Defense announces a ban on the use of APMs and the destruction, in a joint
operation with Belgium, of stocks. I making the announcement he says, "The Dutch government sees its
decision to abolish anti-personnel mines as an important contribution to the international efforts to tackle the
worldwide problem of landmines. This step is a breacli of a long-standing tradition withhi the Dutch armed
forces. The Dutch government makes this drastic step considering the growing protests in Dutch society and
in Parliament against the large scale misuse of these weapons. " Following this statement, the Minister of
Foreign Affairs announces on Mardi 21 in Parliament that the Dutch government will flot allow APMs to be
exported from the Netherlands. The Netherlands already had a selective moratorium prohibiting landmine
export to countries that had flot ratifled the CCW. On 2 April 1996, a resolution calling for a bil banning the
production of APMs was passed by a unanimous vote of the Lower House of the Dutch Parliament.
96/03 It is announced that the Pentagon lias begun an expedited review of its policy against the banning of
APMs. It is mndicated that the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff leans toward their elimination. Work
toward a ban intensifies in the US. The VVAF sponsors two fl.il-page ads in the New York Times calling on

*the President to ban landmines now. The second ad is a letter to the President supporting the ban signed by

antipersonnel
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mines. With this vote, the Swiss Parlianient accepts one of the primary demands of the Swiss Campaign to
Ban Antipersonnel Mines, backed by a petition of over 150,000 signatures: the inclusion of a total ban on
antipersonnel mines i the federal law on materials of war.

S96/04 In response to the ICBL questionnaire, Congo, Honduras and Jamaica delcare their support for an
Ob inimediate ban.

96/04 The Australian govemnment announces the indefinite suspension of the use of APMs noting that "Only
i the case of a substantial deterioration in our strategic circumstances, in which Australia's security was

under threat. .. would suspension be reviewed. "
96/04 The German Defense Minister announces that Germany will no longer use, produce or export APMs,
and that ail stocks wiil be destroyed.
96/04 Croatia suspends the use of APMs on 19 April 1996. At the CCW review conference, they express
their support for a total ban on APMs.
96/04 The United Kingdom, states that it will "lend active support to efforts to agree to a total international
ban" on APMs, it wiil destroy nearly half of its existing stocks, it will make its limited export moratorium
comprehensive and would forgo use "except in exceptional circumstances. " It also announces a review of
plans to acquire new self-destructing mines.
96/04 New Zealand renounces the operational use of antipersonnel. mines by their armed forces. This reflects
the (3overnmnent's concern at the "horriflc and ongoing effects of landmines world-wide, particularly on
innocent civilians. " The Army wiil continue to maintain its professional expertise in mine clearing operations

96/04 Luxembourg renounces use of mines in the flrst week of the CCW Review Conférence.
96/04 Leichestein renounces use of mines in the flrst week of the CCW Review Conference.
96/05 On the final day of the CCW review conference, Bulgaria announces a three-year moratorium on the
export of ail APMs.
96/05 During the closing plenary session of the CCW review conférence, Portugal announces their support
for a total and ininediate ban and renounces use, declares no production or export and that it has begun

Wdestruction of stocks, except a small number of mines for training deminers. They reserve the right in
exceptional circumstances to change their position.
96/05 Durig the closing session of the CCW review conference, Angola, France and Malta declare their
support for immediate,
comprehensive ban.
96/05 Ini response to the ICBL questionnaire, Fiji and Haiti delcare their support for an immediate ban.
96/05 Singapore notifies the Secretary General of the UN that, effective immedfiately, it wiillnot export
"dumab" mines for a period of two years. Ini its press statement announcmng the moratorium, the Permanent
Mission to the UN notes that Singapore "shares the view of several countries that it is not practical to have a
blanket ban on ail types of APLs as many countries stiil
see the need for APLs for legitimate self-defense purposes."
96/05 On the final day of the CCW review conference, South Africa announces a unilateral suspension of the
use of APMs. Their export moratorium is also converted to a permanent ban on exports.
96/05 President Clinton announces his "new" landmaine policy. The policy includes three main elements: 1. an
end to use of "dumb" mines by 1999 except in Korea;, 2. continued use of so-called "smart" mines
indeflnitely until an international agreement is reached; 3. negotiate an international agreement to ban
antipersonnel mines. The US Campaign and International Campaign to Ban Landmines reacted in anger to
the policy announcement condemning it as no real change because it contains no substantive actions to
eliminate ail antipersonnel mines and no time-frame to enact its goal of a total ban.
96/06 The Danish Ministry of Defense announces that Denmark wiil "unilaterally refrain from using
antipersonnel mines in the Danish defense. " Further, in noting that the CCW review had produced "no major
break-through towards a ban" and that the next review conference would not take place until 2001, the press

Wrelease stated that "the Danish Govemnment has deemed it necessary to take concrete action i order to send
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96/06 The Philippine Senate ratifies the 1980 UN Inhumane Weapons Convention and its Annexed
Protocols, including the Landmines Protocol.
96/06 The final communiqu of the lune meeting of the G7, held i Lyon, France, called for a ban of APMs.

* We cail upon ail states to spare no effort in securing a global ban on the scourge represented by the
proliferation and the indiscriminate use of antipersonnel landmines. " G7 leaders also "welcomed. the
moratoria and bans already adopted by a number of countries on the production, use and export of these
weapons." Italy's Foreign Minister Laniberto Dini said, "most countries intend to apply an embargo on the
production, use and export of antipersonnel mines. " Additionally, Japan's Foreign Minister indicated Japan's
intent to host a conference in early 1997 to look at ways to support UN-led demining operations and to help
mine victims.
96/06 The Organization of American States (OAS), which met in Panama City from 3 to 7 lune for its 26th
General Assembly, discussed the question of anti-personnel mines as one of the problemns of concern to the
Western hemisphere, and adopted a resolution providing for the establishment of a hemisphere-wide zone
free of ail landmines. The resolution urges States to declare a moratorium on the production, use and
transfer of ail anti-personnel mines and to ratify the CCW and its amended Protocol IL. It fùr-ther provides
for the opening of a register at the organization's General Secretariat, to record information on existing
stocks, the current mine clearance situation and follow-up activities afler each session of the General
Assembly. This text is in lime with a resolution recently adopted by the Central Axnerican Parliament .
96/07 More than 250 representatives from 48 states and more than 20 international and non-govermental
organizations meet in Copenhagen from 2nd - 4th July for the International Conference on Mine Clearance
Technology. The conference concentrates on two themnes: standards for humanitarian mine clearance and
technology for mine clearance.
96/07 In a letter to the SG, Germany announces a seven-point action prograni on APMs. The programn
includes cails for an international ban, mine clearance and awareness programns, and the participation of
NATO and the WEU in efforts to tackle the

*problem.
96/07 Israel announces an extension of its export moratorium and vows to work to a permanent global
export ban.
96/08 In an opinion article on 10 August the Swedish Minister of Defense suddenly states his support for a
ban. I subsequent interviews, he clarifies that a ban on use wiil be implemented immediately, and that stocks
wiil be destroyed within three years "in good time before next UN disarmment conference on landmines in
year 200 1. "
96/09 The Finnish govemnment announces a decision to stop the upgrading of their non-detectable APMs (in
May, they had said they would spend 2 million Finnish marks, about 400,000 US dollars, on making them
detectable in accordance with the new detectability requirement of the amended CCW). Also, the
government says now that it is fully comniitted to the goal of an immediate international ban on APMs. They
are not yet prepared to implement a unilateral ban, but they have decided to make an officiai study on
alternatives to APMs and their costs. The study is expected to be completed in 1997.
96/09 The six Central American presidents announce that they will ban the use, production and trade of
APMs making Central America, effectively, the flrst mine-free region.
96/09 At the UNGA, Italy's Foreign Minister announces that Italy "is committed. .. .to definitely giving up the
production and export of antipersonnel landmines. " He also notes that Italy wiil begin destruction of stocks
and promote further restrictions on operational use. He also proposes the start of "timely international
relations" leading to the final ban of APMs. He notes that the decision is the result of pressure from
Parliament and Italian public opinion.
96109 Organizing work for the 4th International ICBL Conference on Landmines: Toward a Mine Free
Southern Africa begins. NGOs throughout the region are working together on the conference, to be held

*25-28 February 1997 i Maputo, and hosted by the Mozambique Camnpaign.
96/09 The Zamnbia Campaign to Ban Landmines is launched.
96/10 The Ottawa Conference to promote the pro-ban movement opens. To mark the opening of the
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Conference, landrnine campaigns hold events around the world. The Zimbabwe Canipaign is launched, with
the participation of the Canadian Ambassador to Zimbabwe. Canadian Foreign Minister Lloyd Axworthy
proposes signing a Land Mines Convention in one year to make Anti-Personnel Landmines illegal.

*97/02 South Africa bans landmines on the eve of Maputo Conference.
97/03 Mozambique bans anti-personnel landmines at the Maputo Conférence.
97/05 New British Government cornes out in support of International Canipaign to Ban Landmines
97/06 Germany and France joîn Britain in support of International Anti-Personnel Landmine ban.
97/06 G8 leaders agree on the urgent need for a Landmiànes Convention.
97/12 Scheduled second Ottawa Conference to sign the Anti-Personnel Landmines Convention.
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The following is a selectîon of resources related which focus on the effects of antipersonnel (AF)
mines and the need for a ban. For ordering informnation, use the hyperlinks or the addresses that are
provided.

Videoslooks/Reports/Articles/Photogaphs/Teaching, Aids/MusiclWebsiteslUseful Contacts

Videos

Ban Land Mines.- Thse Ottawa Process
Planet Picures, 1997

Commissioned. by the Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade (Canada), this
five-minute video, available in English or French, gives a visual overview of the effeots of AF mines
and the growing support for the Ottawa Process. To order a copy of this video phone: (613)
944-4000 or fax: (613) 944-4500.

A Footstep Away

A BBC Horizons film documentary on the Mines Advisory Group demining operations in Kurdistan. Lt
is well presented and easily understood. Contains some graphic scenes. Copy available on loan
through Physicians.for Global Survival, 145 Spruce St., Suite 208, Ottawa, Ontario, KIR 6P1,
Canada. Tel: 1 (613) 233 1982. Fax: 1 (613) 2339028.

Land Mines: Thse Deadly Legacy
International Committee of the Red Cross, 1993

This video covers every aspect of the problemn of antipersonnel mines. Scenes filmed in Cambodia,
Afghanistan and Somalia show mineblast victims, the surgical and orthopedic treatment they are
receiving and mine clearance operations. The President of the ICRC and a number of surgeons call for
a ban on the use of antipersonnel mines. CR 0274. Running time: 7 minutes, 30 seconds. Available in
English or Arabic.

This video can be ordered through the International Conimittee of the Red Cross web site.

ee of the Red Cross, 1997

victim to antipersonnel land mines suifer in agony, off en ajonc. More than haif
-ansit; still others receive inadequate medical care. Prevention efforts -

nd ultimately a ban - are important. CR 0361. Running time: 9 minutes, 30
ich, International soundtrack.

,ross web site.
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Land Mines in Cambodia
Ophidian Films/International Coninittee of the Red Cross, 1995

Millions of mines lie buried in the countryside of Cambodia. These insidious weapons kili and maim
people every day, imnpovenish the country by preventing farmers from cultivating their fields and
turning areas that would otherwise be at peace int virtual war zones. They will only becomne safe
again once the mines have been removed - a long, painstaking and dangerous task. CR 0328. 14
minutes. Available in English, French, German, Italian and Spanish.

This video can be ordered tbrough the International Committee of the Red Cross web site.

Books, Reports and Articles

After the Guns Fait Sitent:- Thse Enduring Legacy of Landmines by Shawn Roberts and Jody
Williams. Washington, D.C.: Vietnam Veterans of America Foundation 1995. This book assesses the
social and economiîc impact and human cost of landmines. English, 554 pages.

Anti-Personnel Land Mnes: An Annotated Bibliography Department of Foreign Affairs and
International Trade. Ottawa: 1996. Contains references, to United Nations, European Union and
Organization of African Unity resolutions, declarations and reports, scholarly publications, Internet
sites and other items of interest. English, 114 pages. The document is out of print, but is available on
the Departmnent's Web Site.

Anti-Personnel Mines: An Overview 1996 by the International Comniittee of the Red Cross. Geneva:
1997. This comprehensive document covers the social, medical and economic impact of mines and
discusses types of mines, mine clearance, military utility, production and trade, current law and
conventions and the ICRC's support for the Ottawa Process.

Anti-Personnel Land Mines: Friend or Foe? A study of thse military use and effectiveness of
anti-personnel mines by the International Comm-ittee of the Red Cross. Geneva: 1996. This study
examines the miùlitary case for continued use of these weapons in light of their employment in actual
confliets since 1940, whether by professional armed forces, by insurgents or in couniterinsurgency
operations. The study's conclusions were drawn by a meeting of active and retired senior military
commanders from a variety of countries and were unanimously endorsed by ail participants in their
personal capacity. 75 pages, photos. Available in English, French and Spanish. Ref. 0654.

Hidden Killers: Thse Global Ladmbine Crisis by the United States Departmnent of State, Bureau of
Political-Military Affairs. Washington, D. C., 1994. A report to the U. S. Congress on the problemn of
uneleared landmiùnes, and on the U. S. strategy for demining and mine control. English.

Landmines: A Deadly Legacy from Human Rights Watch and Physicians for Human Rights. Ne-w
York: 1993. An overview of the AP mine problemn including country case studies on Angola,
Cambodia, El Salvador, Iraqi Kurdistan, Mozambique, Nicaragua and northern Somalia. English, 510
pages.

Thse Land Mines Crisis: A Humanitarian Disaster. Boutros Boutros-Ohali, Foreign Af1àirs, vol. 73,
no. 5 (September/October 1994), pp. 8-13. In his article on land mines, the former UN
Secretary-General proposes an international convention that would ban the production, sale and trade
of landmines and place themn in the same category as chemical and biological weapons.
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MWines antipersonnel : la guerre en temps de paix. Handicap International. Brussels: Éditions
GRIP/Complexe, 1996. The political, strategic, socioeconomnic, legal and humamtarian aspects of the
AP mine issue. French, 100 pages.

Photographs

The International Commiittee of the Red Cross (ICRC) maintains a catalogue of photographs that can
be borrowed at no0 cost and used with attribution, or bought for a nominal fee.

Teaching Aids

Children ut Risk Tool Kits: Land Mines

This package contains stories, background information, presentation outines, colour overheads,
handout sheets, program. information, suggestions for action, a resource list and a video. It can be
ordered through World Vision Canada, Development Education Department, 6630 Turner Valley
Road, Mississauga, Ontario, L5M 21H2, Canada. Phone: 1 (905) 821-3030. Fax: 1 (905) 821-1354.
Cost: C$10. English.

Land Mines Trust Walk and Land Mines Labyrinth

A simulation activity and a board gaine that teach children about the landmiîne issue. A publication is
încluded in this kit. English and French. Saniple kit available free.

music

Bruce Cockburn, "Mines of Mozambique" On The Chario ofNight album, 1996, 1-1gb Romance
Music, Ltd. Distributed by True North Records, 501 - 151 John Street, Toronto, Ontario, M5V 2T2,
Canada.

Websites

Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade (Canada)

International security and disarmament section: English or Français

This site contains information on issues of the Ai> Mine Ban: Progress Report newsletter, AP mines
annotated biblîography, Canadian Disarmament Digest.

Vietnam Veterans of America Fou ndationflnternational Camnai2n to Ban Landinines (ICBLI

Lots of information here: countries that have enacted export moratoria, destroyed stocks, renounced
use and prohibited production of AP mines; ICBL coming events and the 750 participating
organizations worldwide; chronology of the movement to ban land mines, 1991-1996; land mines
updates; detailed information about the U. S. campaign, and fiirther resources.

International Cominittee of the Red Cross fICRC)

nurnerous landrnine publications on-lie; photographs available for
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use; radio, TV and print ads.

A Catastrouhe for Children

UNICEF text about how the use of AP mines violates the United Nations Convention on the Rights of
the Cbild; it outtines particular dangers and effects of mines related to cbildren and discusses types of
mines, manufacturers, mine awareness and demining.

Hunian Rights Watch (UJ.S.A.)

An American NGO site which exposes U. S. mine manufacturers and contains a well-written section on
the global land mine cnisis.

Mines Action Canada/Physîcians for Global Survival (Canada)

Contains a chronology of govemnment and NGO action on the landmines issue, as well as an analysis
of various meetings in the Ottawa Process. Plans to include a database on country positions on signing
an AP mine ban by December 1997.

Humanitarian Foundation of People against LandmineslMenschen GeRen Minen (Germanv)

This searchable Web*site in English and German concentrates mainly on humanitarian demining.
Includes the Deminng News Forum, seminar information, a library of English and Gennan information
and 100 links to other demining sites.

One World Online (Britin)

Land mines section contains up-to-date discussion papers and online news. Includes video clips and
fuill background.

Handicap International (France)~

A compendium of land mine information and resources available in French.

UJnited Nations Deminin2 Database

Selected UN documents and resolutions, demining reports and landniine links, latest news, incluing
recent landmine casualties by country.

Norweeian Peoyle's Aid (NPA) - International Demining Activities (Norway)

A site focusing on demining and the NPA - one of Norway's largest non-governmental organizations.

Land Mine Iniuries ini Eritrea (Norwai

A comprehensive report on the physical and socioeconomic effects of land mines, with detailed data
and case studies from Entrea.

leaders.
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Useful Contacts

International Cainpaign to Ban Landmines

c/o Vietnam Veterans of America Foundation
2001 S Street, NW, Suite 740

Washington, D.C. 20009 U.S.A.
Tel: 1 (202) 4839222
Fax: 1 (202) 4839312

E-mail: banminesusa@vi.org
or on the Internet at http://www.vvaf.org/landmine.htnl

Provides information on how to contact antipersonnel mine ban campaigns li 40 countries, and
information on current campaign events.

International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC)

Communication Departmnent
Division of Public Information

19, av. de la Paix
CH - 1202 Geneva

Switzerland

or on the Internet at http://www.îcrc.org/icrcnews/48fe.htm

Information and publications, videos and photographs on mines, huinanitarian demining.

Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade (Canada)

For information about the Ottawa Process.

Non-Proliferation, Arms Control and Disarmament Division (IDA)
Lester B. Pearson Building

125 Sussex Drive
Ottawa, Ontario

KIA 0G2 Canada

Media: 1 (613) 995-1874

To be placed on the mailing list for AP Mine Ban: Progress Report:

1 (613) 944-1268

To order the video Ban Landmines: The Ottawa Process:

Phone: 1 (613) 944-4000
Fax: 1 (613) 944-4500
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This Resource List is courtesy of the Depariment of Foreign Affairs and International Trade
(Canada)
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Th.?e od toO0ttowo
Part One: Grassroots Movements

Level: Grades 9 - Il

Objective

Using the land mine treaty caipaign as an example, this tesson helps students to understand the
strategies emiployed by non-government organizations to, foster public awareness and create
politicat change. Students wilt also appreciate the significant rote that the Internet ptays in
modem grassroots movements.

Leamning Outcomes

Students will:

*understand the strategies employed by NGOs to foster publie awareness and create
politicat change

*understand the importance of the Internet's rote in promotmng public awareness and
advocacy amongst the general public, and in uniting NGOs around the wortd

Preparation and Matenials

Note: Prior to this tesson, students should be faniiliar with the materiat provîded in the
Background to this unit.

*For teaching reference, downtoad The Players
*For ctassroom use, photocopy handouts

0 -.The Lg4 with a Cause"
o Group Assignment Sheet

New Techtnolog &GasotMovements
*Photocopy enough copies of Land Mines Labvrinth for groups of four or five students to

play
*Make overhead transparencies:

" Land Mines Posters - 1
o Land Mines Posters - 2
" Postcard Campai i
o Stickers and Buttons

The Lesson

Classrooun Discussion



To recap the background readmng for this tesson, DelhsingteDm , ask your students:

*What's a "non-government organization"?
*What are some examptes of NGOs?
*Which NGOs were initially involved i the International Campaign: to, Ban Land Mines?
*Why do you think there were no indigenous NGOs from mine-affticted countries in this

original group?
*Why was the International Red Cross' anti-land mine campaign a boost to these groups?

Who are the players involved in successfut lobbying around an issue? Using the land mines
treaty movement as an exampte, create a web on the blackboard to show which ptayers have
been involved in advocacy action on this issue. Ihe Plaver can be used as a guide.

*Ask your students to identify the importance of, and the rote played by, each group.
*What about unsigned nations?

* Which are they?
* How do they conneot to the other ptayers?
* How do non-comptying: countries such as China, India and the United States

compromise the effectiveness of this treaty?

Canïpaign Strategies

Have your students form small brainstorming groups.

" Imagine that you are an anti-land mine organization planning your campaign.
* What strategies might your organization use to protect individuals living in mine-affhicted

countries, and to foster public support for your cause?
" Consider the types of media you might use to get your message to the public.
" What are the advantages of the mediunm/media you have selected? What might be some

disadvantages?

Once students have brainstormed, record their strategies on the board. (Strategies may include:
poster contests; petitions; letter-writing andpostcard campaigns; celebrity patrons; lessons to
create awareness of this issue in non-afflicted countries; lessons to wamn individùals in
affiicted countries of the dangers of land mines; televised public service announcements; rado
public service announcements; feature items on the land mines issue in magazines, newspapers
and televisi on; the creation of a website; poster and sticloer campaigns)

Place the transparency Land Mine Posters - 1 onto the overhead projector. These posters are
from the United Nations and the Mines Advisory Group. Asic students:

le What is the purpose of each of these posters? (he Mines Advisory Group poster is
meant to teach people in mine-afflicted countries to recognize various types of mines.
Note how they are simply drawn, almost symbolic in order to transcend literacy and
language barriers. 7he UNs poster "Danger!! Mines!! " could be used as a warning and
as an issue awareness tool. lhe purpose of the "Ban Land Mines Now!"'poster is to
foster public opinion for the land mine treaty movement.)

Compare these posters to those that are shown in the second overhead transparency, Land Mine



JPosters - 2. These posters, courtesy of Mines Action Canada, are the resuit of anti-mine poster
competîtions, involving elementary school children around the world.

What are the advantages of this type of promnotional campaign? (Ih gels children involved
in the issue, l promotes advocacy amongyoungpeople, il reinforces the idea that tis is
an issue.for people of ai ages and cultures.)

Postcard and letter-w-riting campaigns also play a significant role in giving voice to public
concern, over issues such as land mines. Place the third transparency, Postcard amagn.onto
the overhiead projector.

" What advantages miglit a postcard campaigri have over a traditional letter-writing
canipaigri? (he graphies make these postcards po-werful messages in lhemselves. Many
people are more likely to use this method of advocacy because the text is ready-made).

* How might a letter-writing campaign that asks individuals to write their own letters be
more, or less, effective? (There is a less "manufactured"feel to letters that are written by
individuals and they seem to carry more weight than the "Irubber slamp. " However, fewer
people may be inclined to compose and write their own letters.)

Another medium for promoting a cause is stickers. Place the Stîckers and Buttons transparency
onto the overhead projector. Ask your students:

* What are the elements of an effective stieker?

Public awareness and education is an important element in a successtùl campaigri. Divide your
class into small groups and let your students play the Land Mines Labvrnh produced by
World Vision Canada.

*How is this gaine effective in teaching children i non-affected countries the dangers of
land mines?

Another educational resource is the Land Mines Trust Walk. Ini this tactical exercise,
blindfolded children must navigate a "nine field" that bas been set outdoors. Through this
experience, they cari discover first-hand how easily one cari become a victini of land mines.

What about creating awareness within mine-inflicted countries?

*What might be some of the difficulties faced in warning people in mine-inflicted countries
about the dangers of land mines? (Often, these countries are war-lorn, making il dhfficult
Io gel government cooperation in operating mine-awareness programs. Ini some
countries people have limiîed, or no, access to radio and televisi on. Literacy rates
among indigenous peoples may be limiteci Some mine-infested areas are isolated and
are difficult to access. Some governments do not permit women 10, attend mines
awareness training)

* low might relief organizations attempt to couniter these obstacles? (A id groups tiy 10
reach people in schools, health clinics, refugee camnps. In order 10 accommodate varying
literacy levels, methods of teaching include repetition of key messages, the use of
pictures, models and other props. Local 'teachers' are trained to continue the work of
aid organisations. Mvine committees' are formed in villages, with eiders encouraged to
lake on the role of teaching villagers Io recognise and mark mîned areas and Io pass the
infomation on 10 the proper authorities. Some organizations even resort to the use of



loudspeakers on trucks to reach women cloistered infamily compounds!)

The media provide an important tool in swaying publie opinion and creating awareness on
speciflo issues. Magazine and newspaper articles, documentaries and public service
announcements ail play important roles in the 'selling' of a cause.

What might be included in a press-kit supplied by your organization to the media?

Another tool used by grassroots campaigns such as the land mines treaty movement is the
connection of a cause or issue with a celebrity spokesperson, or patron. Distribute ""The L
With a Cause " to students.

Il Do you think Diana was a good choice as an ambassador for this issue? Why or why not?
*Do you agree with the author on the extent of Diana's influence on other nations?
*What effect has Diana's death had on the land mine treaty movement?

In exploring the land mines treaty movement students are offered an excellent model in the use
of both traditional and new media to implement change. Distribute New Techtiolog &
Grassroots Movements to students.

*What are the advantages of new media such as email and the Internet to grassroots
organizations?

*What are the disadvantages?
*Do you think that the use of new media will overshadow traditional forms of media used
to promote issues such as land mines? Why or why not?

Group Assignment

*Divide your class into four or five groups.
*Distribute the Grouv Assigment Sheet to students.

When students have completed their promotion campaigns, they will present their strategies to
the class. Materials created by students can be displayed on class bulletin boards.

Computer Auuignment

One of the most interesting aspects of the land mines treaty movement has been the use of the
Internet by NGOs to promote this cause. The Vietnanm Veterans of America Foundation offers
students an excellent example of activism on the Internet. Other websites (listed in the Resource
Guide for this unit) also provide examples of how modem NGOs are using new technology to
garner public awareness and support. A group of students from your classroom could be
assigned to survey existing websites that deal with the land mines issue, and prepare a report on
the strategies used in their online campaigns.

O 7he Media Awareness Network



The Players
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The Lady with a Cause

D'ARCY JENISH
Macleans Magazine, September 15, 1977
Used Wit permLisswl

As a patron of humanitarian causes, Diana neyer stuck with the easy ones. The Princess of Wales

embraced children with leprosy, comforted people dying of AJDS, and worked on behaif of the
homeless. Earlier this year, she put ber namne and prestige behind on of the toughest of ail; the
campaign, cbampioned by Canada, to rid the world of land mines. Left burîed beneath old
battlefields--often near villages--the hidden explosives kifl or injure an estimated 26,000 people
annualiy, most of themn civilians, many of tbem. children. Last week a few hours afier Diana's death,
delegates fromn more than 100 countries assembled in Oslo, Norway, to begin negotiating a treaty
aimed at banning land mines for good. The 400 participants observed a minute of silence in honor of
the dead princess, and some readily acknowledged that her involvement had convinced many
governents to send representatives. "Lt notched it up a dozen levels," said Jili Sinclair, director of the
Canadian foreign affairs departmnent's disarmamnent division. "Lt just gave it a wbole new aura."

Diana's timely intervention was invaluable to the so-called Ottawa
Process-the political initiative, led by F "oreign Affairs Minister
Lloyd Axworthy, to reach a treaty banning the manufacture, sale
and distribution of anti-personnel mines by the end of this year. Lt
began when Ottawa bosted an international conference on the issue
last October. Axworthy, who bas been nominated for a Nobel Peace
Prize for bis efforts, ended the meeting by challenging participants
to return to Ottawa tbis December to sign an anti-land mine pact.
But the idea quickly ran into opposition from the Clinton
administration and Britain's now-defeated Conservative governnient,
as well as two key land mine producers, Russia and China. The
chances of gaining a comprebensive and effective treaty seemed
unlikely-until Diana becaine involved.

Ini the nine months before ber death, she made three bighly public
gestures to support the Ottawa Process. Last January, she visited

the southern African nation of Angola and posed for photos with cbildren who had been maîmed by
exploding mines. I mid-June, she attended a glitzy, $7,000-a-plate Washington fijnd-raiser and, in a
remark ainied at the Clinton administration, said: "Ini the name of humanity, ban land mines and make

the world a safer place." Tbree weeks before her death, she toured Bosnia, again posing with youtbfbl
victims of exploding mines, although this time mucb of the media interest focused on ber budding
relationship with Dodi AI Fayed.

The anti-mines campaign had already been building momentumn, said Sinclair, but Diana's trip to

Angola was a turning point. Britain's Labour government, elected in May, quickly threw its support
behind the Ottawa Process, and the Clinton administration agreed in late August to send
representatives to Oslo. The American delegation bas stipulated that the United States will not sign

the treaty unless it exempts South Korea, where U. S. forces have laid thousands of mines near the
dem-ilitarized zone separating South and North Korea. Canadian and other officials acknowledge that

there will be tough negotiations before the gathering ends on September 19. And whatever document

emerges will not apply to Russia, China and India, which refiised to participate i the negotiations. But

longtime activists say they are astonished at how much progress bas been made. Pinpointing a key
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reason, many delegates have suggested that the treaty be named afler the Princess of Wales.
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Thue Rond to Otta
~q. I Group Asig..ent

N In this assigument you represent a
Non-Govemmental Organization that is

> ~ kplanning its campaign to lobby for public
and governmental support for its cause.

Ln order to complete this assigniment,q ~your groupmut

1. Decide on which humanitarian. issue your organization is lobbying for.

2. Create a campaign for your cause, usmng the land mines treaty movement as your
guide. (Groups will submnit a fr-amework for their campaign for approval, before
beginning this project.)

Groups wiJl be evaluated on the following criteria:

" Background research
" Diversity and depth of strategies implemented (be prepared to

explain the remsons why you have chosen these strategies)
" Creativity
" Presentation to class

0 The Meda Awareness Network
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New Techaology & Grassroots Movomemts

is is good news, even beyond the value of the
actual ban on anti-personnel mines, for it shows
the world working in a different way. The original
initiative came notfrom governments but from- non-governmental organizations that had to deal
with the mine victims. The treaty was pushed not
by the greatpowers, but by smaller countries that
do not share their obsessions. And in the end, the
great powers will conte along too.

Jubilant anti-mines activists Jody Wilims, Gwynmne Dyer
Celina Tuttie and Valerie Warmington celebrate
as Foreign AffairsMinister LloydAxworthy and
Prime Mi nister Jean Chrétian look on.
Photo: Wayne Cùddinghamý, The Ottamu Citien

The Road to Ottawa is a Cinderella story for our times, and a testament to the power of
ordinary people uniting to implement change. Lt is unprecedented that in only two short years, a
significant international agreement is within reach due to individual, non-governiment effort. The
land mines treaty movement has forever banished the traditional imagle of men in pin-striped
suits in faraway corridors of power establishing foreigu policy. Lt was a politician, Canada's
Foreign Affairs Mnister Lloyd Axworthy, who pushed the envelope by establishing a deadline
for a global treaty on land mines, but it was the united effort of hundreds of worldwide NGOs
that created the momentumn necessary for the Axworthy challenge to succeed.

Ironically, this grassroots victory would flot have been possible, had it flot been for advances i
technology that have revolutionized the ways in which NOOs operate. Through the World Wide
Web and email, once-isolated groups are now able to rally around a particular issue very
quickly. The Internet pernxits groups to share strategies, resources and information more
efflciently than anyone could have imagined even ten years ago. lIn the case of the land mines
treaty movement, what began as a group of Vietnam veterans seeking to foster international
support for the elimination of land mines, rapidly expanded into a umted front of veterans
groups and humanitarian organizations from around the world, with the clout to force
politicians to listen.

0 The Media Awareness Network
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LAND MINES LABYRINTH

Produced by WORLD VISION CANADA Development Education Department 1-800-268-1650,
ext. 383

Most Canadians are flot likely to experience the daily terror of living in an area sown with tend mines.
Yet for millions of people living in the countrysides of Asia and Africa, the fear of losing a limb, their
life or their livelihoods to undetected plastic explosives is a daily reality.

Land Mines Labyrînth is an educationat board gaine which helps you to expenîence the effects of land
mines that flot only maim and kgl. They keep men, women and children away fromn food-producing
fields and forests. Land mines keep people on the edge of survival.

Each player roils the die. Highest number starts.

Each player decides at the START which path to take - through the forest to gather firewood and
food or to the fleld to hetp grow food.

Players follow the instructions of the spaces on which they land.

Note: Each time a player lands ini the hospital, s/lie collects an "artificial limb" whîch wiil be deducted
ftomn the score at the end of the gaine.

Depending on time avaiabte, ptay ends when:
- the flrst ptayer reaches finish
- ail players reach ffinish
- players finish a pre-determined number of rounds

Scoring: First player to finish receives 25 bonus points. If play ends when ail players reacli finish,
succeeding players receive 10 points each, Each player deducts 5 points for each "artificial limb"
collected upon tanding in the hospitat.

OBJECTIVE - For players to successfiilly negotiate their way through mined, areas and to reach the
finish with the highest points total.

GROU> SIZE - 4 to 5 players per gaine

LOCATION - On the floor or at tables

TUME- 10Oto 3 0 minutes

MATERIALS - Die, varîous coins for ptaying pieces, instruction sheet, gaine cards sheet, artificial
limbs sheet, gaine sheet.

PREPARATION

1 . Photocopy set of 4 sheets (one set for every 4 to 5 players)
2. Cut out cards
3. Cut out paper artificial limbs
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LABYRINTH YOU FORGET W1llCH PATHS

LA D IN SCARDS BACK TWO SPACES. MV

YOU HAVE LOSI YOUR
VILLAGE FIELD)S WERE MINED YOUR SCHOOL RAS BEEN CLOSE]) LEGS AN]) BECOMIE AN
BY GOVERNmENT SOLDIERS FOR THE PAST TWO YEARS EXTRA BLJRDEN ON YOUR
LAST WEEK. MOVE BACK BECAUSE 0F MINES ON THE FAMILY. YOUR BROTHER
FOUR SPACES. PREMISES. LOSE A TURN. MUST LEAVE SCHOOL TO

WORK. LOSE A TURN.

YOUR FATHER RAS LOST A
YOU RE NJUED Y AYOU'VE SET OFF A MINE AN]) FOOT AN]) RIS SIGHT. HE
NEABY INEEXPOSIN. HAVE LOST YOUR FOOT. MOVE BECOMES AN ALCOHOLIC.
EVETULL YU EC VR. BACK TWO SPACES. MOVE BACK THBE

LOSE A TIJRN.SACS

YOUR FRIEN]) RAS STEPPED ON WRCNIESRENN 1HYOU SEE A SKULL, AN])
A MINE. THREE HOURS LATER YORMTE S]IFCL.SECROSSBONES SIGN
HFE ARRIVES AT THE HOSPITAL. RA OPOE .) OVSTYUMARKING EXIST1NG
ONE ARM AN]) ONE LEG AR N)EURSSE SERST NMNES. YOU DO NOT
AMPUTATE]). MOVE BACK TRVLAOGRRLLEAVE YOUR PATH. MOVEl
FOUR SPACES. BAKOASWHRETEE R ONE SPACE.

MANY MINES. LOSE A TIJRN.

THE WAR IS OVER. YOU

[YOU SEE A SKULL AN]) YOUR BEST FRIEN]) MOVES AWAY AEN O YOURL

CROSSBONES SIGN MARKING TO LIVE WITH RELATIVES AFTER VILLGE.N THE NEXT

EXIST1NG MINES. YOU DO NOT BER PARENTS DIE IN A MINE
LEAVE YOUR PATIFL MOVE EXPLOSION. MOVE BACK TW TRREORS, 91PONLN
AHEAD ONE SPACE. SPACES. 1MINES. MOVE BACK

FOUR SPACES.

FOR TWO YEARS YOUR
PARENTS HAVEN'T BEEN ABLE
TO WORK THE FIELDS BECAUSE
THEY ARE MINE]). PRESENTLY
YOUR FATHER WORKS IN A
TOWN FAR AWAY AN])
RETURNS HOME ONCE A
MONTR. YOU STAY BEHIN])
WITR YOUR MOTHER AN])
THREE BROTHERS. LOSE A
TURN.

L REOPENS AFTER
,SBEEN
OVE AHEAD TWO

THE AREA WRERE YOU ONCE
GATHERE]) BAMBOO SHOOTS WAS
1MINE]) FOUR MONTHS AGO. YOU
LOSE INCOME FROM SALES 0F
BAMI3OO SHOOTS AT THE
MARKET. MOVE BACK ONE
SPACE.

IN TWO ])AYS MINES ARE
REMO'VE]) FROM AN AREA WITR
MANGO TREES. F00]) AND)
INCOME WILL BE INCREASED.
MIOVE AREA» THREE SPACES.

THIERE IS A CEASEFIRE.
U.N. TROOPS, CLEAR
ROA])S. YOU ARE
REUNITE])WITHYOUR
MOTHER. MOVE AHEAD
TWO SPACES.

NO MINES HERE. WATCH
OUT AS YOU HEA]) OUT
INTO LESS FAMILIAR
TERRITORY. YOU'RE SAFE,
THIIS TIME. WATCH YOUR
STEP!
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YOU'VE HEARD A RUMOUR
THAT A NEIGEBOURING FIELD
HAS BEEN MINED. YOU WATCH
FOR SIGNS. STAY ON
WELL-WORN PATHS. MOVE
AHEAD ONE SPACE.

YOIJR ONLY COW IS LOOSE. IT IS
GRAZING IN A SUSPECT AREA.
YOU WAIT ONE TURN AND SEE.

YOU ARE FITED WITH AN
ARTIFICIAL LIMBff SEVERAL
MONTHS AUTER YOUR LEG
STUMP HEALS. YOU'RE
LUCKY -- YOU LIVE NEAR A
REHABILITATION CENTRE.
STAY PUT.

......... ... . ------------ ...... ------
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Land Mines Posters - 1
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Land Mines Posters - 2

I
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Postcard Ca.mpoig.s

To: Dr. Boutros Boutros-Ohali,
UN Secretary-Generai

To: PResident Clinton
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Stickers and Buttons
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Part Two: Land Mines and the News

Level: Grades 9 - Il

Objective

Using the land mine treaty canipaign as an example, this tesson helps students, to, understand the
decisîon-making process by which journalists and editors bring stories to the public.

Learmng Outcomes

Students will:

" appreciate the decision-making process by which journalists and editors tackle subjects such as
land mines.

" understand the role played by the press ini înfluencing the public's perceptions towards an issue
such as this.

Preparation and Materials

For Activity One,

" Photocopy assignent Reporting oit the Conférence
" Photocopy handouts

"Countries -aui Io set deadline on ban" (for half the clase)
1'Conférence ends with a bang" (for half the class)
IIow to Detect Biasý in the News

For Activity Two

" To complote this assigniment individually, online, go to
hitip://ww.screen.com/net/enpmed/class/teamediapeace/photo.htm

" To complote this assignment off-line, photocopy assignent shoot A Picture Says a Ihousand
Words and the accompanying handouts

For Activty fl»'ee



* Photocopy handouts
Reporting theIsu
News Judgment

o Photocopy newspaper articles
"World leaders move toward land-mines ban"
"Countries show support fo-r land-mine ban"
"Countries ladl Io-sel deadline on ban"

The Lesson

Activity One -- Bias and Point of View

* I)istribute handout Reportitg on the Con férence to your students.
* Distribute articles "Countries laul to set deadline on ban" to halffyour class aud."Conlerence

ends with a bang" to the other haif
o Once students have completed their handout questions, ask for volunteers to read each article

aloud.
o Using the student's answers, discuss aud compare the two articles.

Distribute How to Deteet Bias in the News to studeuts and review techniques that permit bias to creep
into an article. Ask your studonts

o Can you detect any of these biasos tu the two articles relating to the land mines conférence?

o Journalists are expected to let the facts speak for themselves. Which article do you think offers
the most balancod perspective on the outoome of the conference?

" Is it possible to report on the outcome of this event in a totaly unbiased way? What factors
would be included iu sucli an article?

Activity Two - A Picture's Worth a Thousand Words

This asinet cau be doue in several ways:

o hxlividually, with the assignment and a set of hard-copy articles and photographs for each
stdnor

o By pnigsovoral sets of the six articles and photographs ou the wall or board for studouts to
rofer to as they complote their asinetshoot.

Distribute asguetsheot A Picture S(DLý a Mlousand Words to studeuts, aud the accompauying

Photo~~Pot 5 & Article, an4ht ril

o Ask stdnsto complote the questions on their assignmout sheot for each photo.
o Discuss answers as a clasa.

Activity Three - Reporting the Issue



Distribute the handouts Reporting the Issue "World leaders move toward latid-mines! ban."
"1Countries show support -for land-mine ban. and "Countries -tai! to sel deadlinie on ban " to students.
Using journalist Juliet O'Neill's experiences and articles, let students examine and discuss the
progression of this story. Points for discussion mnay include:

" The role of the journalist
o The role of the editor
" News judgment relating to these stories.
o The use of graphies and photographs
o Bias, if any
o Whether this issue is bard news, soft news, or both, depending on changing circumstances
o The flinctions of each of these articles

Review the handout News ýJudgment with students, asking for examples from current news to illustrate
eaeh key factor- Ask your students

0 How do these factors relate to the land mines treaty story?

Independent Assignment - Différent Perspectives

On the Vietnam Veterans of Amnerica Foundation website, the International Campaîgn to Ban Land
Mines features a New York Times article explaining the Ainerican government's position ini refi.sing to,
sign this treaty - "'One Step at a Time: Why Washingto)n Likes Land Mines"
(http://www.vvaf.org/landmùne/us/updates/events97/nytimes.htrd).

Students can. use this article in a number of ways:

o Read and analyze the methods used in this article to argue against the banning of land mines
o Compare this article to the editorial response that foliowed it six days later, "Stop Stalling on





Reporting on the Conforonco

The Ottawa Conference of October 1996, entitled
USA "Towards a Global Ban on Anti-personnel Mines,"

brought together 50 participant and 24 observer
states to discuss a strategy for achieving a global

C anti-personnel mine ban. This gathering was just one
in a series of international forums on the issue, and it

~ ~ was known that no officiai declaration would be
achieved during the conference. The conférence did,

Ire however, resuit in the Canadian Foreign Minister's
challenge to delegate nations to ratîfy a treaty within

~ 14 months. At the time of the challenge, few peopleq 4t~ ;;;wknew how successful Tue Ottawa Process would
become.

Read the newspaper aricle that you have been given and answer the following
questions regarding the "siant" taken by its writer:

1. Judging only by the article that you have read, has the conference been a success
or a failure?

2. What elements, of the story support your opinion?

3. Choose five key points made in this story to support your opinion.

O The Media Awareness Network
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Land Mine Confer.uoe
Countrios fl to set deadline on bon
Canada disappont4 Axw@fl plans t. urge trealy by next year

The Ottawa Citizen
Section A2, Sunday October 6, 1996
Reprinted with permission

sy Juiet GNOI1
Foreign affai oewepuent for The Offava Citze

Fifty countries issued a declaration calling for "the earliest possible conclusion" of a treaty bann
anti-personnel land mines Saturday, but they failed at an Ottawa conference to agree on a deadline or
a negotiating forum.

Defyîng such counitries, as the United States, which says it isn't ready to commit to a deadline, Foreign
Affairs NMiister Lloyd Axworthy, host of the conference, attempted to salvage the outcome by
chailenging the countries to return fo Canada i December 1997 to sign a treaty ban that would corne
into effeot in the year 2000.

Axworthy won sustained applause, over-the-top praise and a standing ovation fromn many delegations
when he made the surprise announcement that he would write the foreign ministers of ail 50 countries
asking them to sign a ban treaty ini 14 months.

However, he had flot consulted delegates i advance about the proposai and could flot say at a news
conference how many countries were unofficially backIng the idea or how many he expected would
sign during a first round.

Haif a dozen countries had been singled out at the conference for de1f'ing convention and uniaterally
banning the mines altogether - Germany, Sweden, Belgium, Norway, Germany, the Philippines,
Switzerland and Austria. Austria circulated draft treaty language at the conference. About 40
countries have called for an immediate ban and dozens, including Canada, have taken partial masures,
unilateraily banning mine exports, halting production and destroying some stockpiles. Canada has had
a moratorium on production, exports and use since January and is reducing a stockpile of 90,000 by
two-thirds.

we cannot wait for a universal treaty," Axworthy told the delegates. "I amn
mn start now, even though we may have to proceed with a treaty that does flot, in
lude ail of the states of the world. -. The challenge is to the governments
it our rhetoric into action."

sal got the telephone blessing of United Nations Secretary-General Boutros
raise at the conference from Cornelio Somnmaruga, president of the International
>d Cross, and from Jody Williams, leader of the 650-member coalition of
anizations waging an international campaign to ban land mines.
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global leadership."

The cheap weapons kili someone every 20 minutes somewhere ini the world and have put huge
swathes of farmland out of commnission in Cambodia, Angola, Mozamibique, Bosnia and many other
countnies.

There are an estimated 110 million land mines i 69 countries - the sinister legacy of dozens of
armed conflicts that kili and maim civilians decades afier wars end.
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Conferenco ends with a bang
Ax.orthy diaIef nau t. set Iand-n troay ÀdIdine

Ottawa, - Foreign Affairs Minister Lloyd Axworthy abandoned traditional diplomacy and challenged
delegates at an international conference here to return to Ottawa within a year to sign a treaty that
would ban anti-personnel mines by the year 2000.

In a surprise move, Mr. Axworthy announced that Canada would convene another meeting in
December of 1997 to conclude a pact to forbid the use, production or export of land mines. Speaking
forcefuly to the delegates, Mr. Axworthy stated that the Ottawa Declaration is a "strong and clear cail
for urgent action toward a global ban" that would "go beyond grand statements of prînciple and prove
that we are now ready to take concrete steps" in dealing with the issue of land mines. Mr. Axworthy
said lie decided to introduce this time-fraine when it became clear the momnentum on the issue would
be lost if the Ottawa conference ended with no target date.

This unexpected move was a direct challenge to the United States and several other countries that
have retlised to endorse a timetable. U. S. delegates said that despite Mr. -Axworthy's challenge, they
were flot prepared to set a target'date for a ban.

AIl the countries at the conference had to pledge themselves to the ultimate goal of a global ban.
Russia, which has used mines in Chechnya, attended as an observer, white China, Iraq and Israel
stayed away. However, the reservations of these countries did not dampen the optimism of pro-treaty
nations, who see an international treaty banning anti-personnel mines as a widely-supported platform
ftom which to urge nations that have not yet done so, to sign a treaty.

Axworthy won sustained applause, over-the-top praise and a standing ovation from. many delegations
when lie made the surprise announcemnent that he would write the foreign ministers of ail 50 countries
asking them to sign a ban treaty in 14 months.

Said Mr. Axworthy, "Ladies and gentlemen, we have a straightforward choice. We can, as Senator
Leahy said, remove 100 million mines, 'an arm and a leg at a time', or we cani act." Cornelio
Sommaruga, the President of the International Committee of the Red Cross, described the outcomne of
the tbree day international strategy conference as "the beginning of the end'of the global epidemic of
anti-personnel landmines. " Mr. Sommaruga said the ICRC and the entire International Movement of
the Red Cross and Red Crescent warmly welcomed the historic political commitmnents. undertakcen by
flfty countries in the Ottawa declaration and the impressive list of concrete engagements outlined in
the plan of action.

'We leave this Ottawa conference," said Mr. Sommaruga, "with the confidence that the unspeakable
suffering of mine victims has flnally touched the conscience of leaders of governmnents. We now have a
flrm message of hope for the victims of antipersonnel mines and for their children and grandcbildren
that the suffering from this plague will be eased"

(D The Media Awareness Net work
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NEWS:

How to Deteet Bias in the News

NOT JUST
BLACK & WHITE

At one time or other we ail complain about "bias in the news. " The fact is, despite the journalistic ideal
of "objectivity," every news story is influenced by the attitudes and background of its interviewers,
writers, photographers and editors.

Not ail bias is deliberate. But you can become a more aware news reader or viewer by watching for
the following journalistic techniques that allow bias to "creep in" to the news.

1. Bias through selection and omission

An editor can express a bias by choosing to use or flot to use a speciflc news item. Within a
given story, some details can be îgnored, and others included, to give readers or viewers a
different opinion about the events reported. If, during a speech, a few people boo, the reaction
can be described as "remarks greeted by jeers" or they can be ignored as "a handful of
dissidents." 1

Bias through omission is difficuit to deteot. Only by comparing news reports from a wide variety
of outiets can this form of bias be observe

2. Bias through placement

Readers of papers judge flrst page stories, to be more significant than those buried i the back.
Television and radio newscasts run the most important stories first and leave the less significant
for later. Where a stoly is placed, therefore, influences what a reader or viewer thinks about its
importance.

3. Bias by headline

Many people read only the headlines of a news item. Most people scan nearly ail the headlines ini
a newspaper. Headlines are the most-read part of a paper. They can summarize as well as
present careflully hidden bias and prejudices. They can convey excitement where littie exists.
They can express approval or condenation.

4. Bias by photos, captions and camera angles

Some pictures flatter a person, others make the person look unpleasant. A paper can choose
photos to influence opinion about, for example, a candidate for election, On television, the
choice of which visual images to display is extremely important. The captions newspapers run
below photos are also potential sources of bias.
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5. Bias through use of namnes and titles

News media often use labels and tities to describe people, places, and events. A person can be
called an "ex-con" or be referred to as someone who "served time twenty years ago for a minor
offense." Whether a person is described as a "terrorist" or a "freedom fighter" is a clear
indication of editorial bias.

6. Bias through statistics and crowd couRts

To make a disaster seem more spectacular (and therefore worthy of reading about), numbers
can be inflated. "A hundred injured in aircrash" can be the saine as "only minor injuries in air
crash," reflecting the opinion of the person doing the counting.

7. Bias by source control

To detect bias, always consider where the news item "cornes from. " Is the information supplied
by a reporter, an eyewitness, police or lire officiaIs, executives, or elected or appointed
governent officiais? Each may have a particular bias that is introduced into the story.
Companies and public relations directors supply news outlets with pufflieces through news
releases, photos or videos. Often news outiets depend on pseudo-events (demonstrations,
sit-ins, ribbon cuttings, speeches and ceremonies) that take place maînly to gain news coverage.

S. Word choice and tone

Showîng the saine kind of bias that appears in headlines, the use of positive or negative words

or words with a particular connotation can strongly influence the reader or viewer.

Excerptedfromt Newsklt: A Consumera Guide to News Media, by Dhe Leansing Seed Co. This exercise is taken,
with permissi on, front News is Not Just Black and White, a wrkbookproduced by thse Canadian Newwpaper
Association.
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A Pkturo Says a Thousand Words

Part of the editorial process is decidmng what image is best suited to accompany an article. Sometimes,
the photo itself is news; for exainple, a photo of a tornado approaching a city, or police handcuffing a
criminal suspect. The photo chosen to accompany Mulet O'Neili's background article on the land mines
treaty movement was intended as a symbolic, rather than factual rendition of what land mines do to
people. O'Neills editor wanted an image that was powerful enough to draw readers into the article, yet
flot so severe that people would be deterred fromn reading.

Click on these thumbnail photos to see how each would look with the article and answer the following
questions.

" What is the message in each photograph?
o Would this image draw you into the article? Why or why not?
" Which photo would you select to accompany the article? Why?

~Photo Courtesy Of
Robert Semernuk

Photo courtesy of The New
Internationalist photo courtesy oJ

Robert Semeniuk
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World leaders movO toward land-mnines ban
International Quandary: For many countries, mncluding
Canada, the desire to ban anti-personnel land mines
rns afoul of defence departmnents and military instincts.

By Juliet OrNeill
Foreign affairs writer for The Ottawa Citizen

Canada's Foreign Affairs and Defence departments are at odds
over anti-personnel land mines policy as the government
prepares to host an international conférence this week to plot
strategy toward a global ban on the world's most insidious
weapons.

Foreign Affairs officiaIs, supporting a ban, are trying to take
temnporary comfort in the fact that many of the more than 60
countries sending delegates to the Oct. 3 to 5 conference are in
the same boat, with defence departments wanting to, reserve the
right to use mines if necessary to protect their soldiers in a
conflict.

However, in the months leading up to the conférence, in which
Foreign Affairs first expected only a dozen "frustrated" counitries

hhtmuni~would be interested, the issue has taken off. Increasing numbers

of countries have declared bans and Canada, the host, stands in the awkward position of not practisig what
it is preaching.

"The government looks rather hypocritical having this conférence without being willing to take bold steps
themselves," says New Democrat MP Bill Blaikie, whose office bas been helping activists blitz the cabinet
with faxes calling for a change in policy to heighten Canada's credibility on the issue. "I hope the conference
will embarrass the government into acting. Land mines cause carnage long afier a confliot is over and itfs our
guys, our peacekeepers, crawling around on their bellies out there cleaning this up."

Canada, whose peacekeepers have an international reputation for demining expertise, has had a moratorium
smnce January 1996 on production, export and use of mines. But a Canadian stockpile of 90,000 mines is not
being destroyed, small quantities of new mines have been purchased for mine detection research and the
moratorium can be lifted in the event the military needs to use theni. Canada has flot laid mines since it was
last ena2ed in a land war - the Korean conflict four decades ago.
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World leaders move toward Iand-mines ban
International Quandary: For many
countries, mcluding Canada, the
desire to ban anti-personnel land

mns runs afoul of defence
departments and military instincts.

By Juliet ONelill
Foreign affairs writer for The Ottawa Citizen

Canada's Foreign Affairs and Defence
departments are at odds over anti-personnel
land mines policy as the government
prepares to host an international conference
this week to plot strategy toward a global
ban on the world's most insîdious weapons.

Foreign Affairs officials, supporting a ban, are trYing to take temporary comfort in the fact that many of the
more than 60 countries sendmng delegates to the Oct. 3 to 5 conference are in the samne boat, with defence
departments wanting to reserve the night to use mines if necessary to, protect their soldiers ini a conflict.

*However, in the months leading up to the conference, i which Foreign Affairs first expected only a dozen
"fi-ustrated" countries would be interested, the issue bas taken off Increasing numbers of countries have
declared bans and Canada, the host, stands i the awkward position of not practising what it is preaching.

"The govemnment looks rather hypocritical having this conference without being wiling to take bold steps
themselves,' says New Democrat MP Bill Blaikie, whose office bas been helping activists blitz the cabinet
with faxes calling for a change in policy to heighten Canada's credibility on the issue. "I hope the conference
will embarrass the government into acting. Land mines cause carnage long after a conflict is over and itfs our
guys, aur peacekeepers, crawling around. on their beliies out there cleaning this up."

Canada, whose peacekeepers have an international reputation for demining expertise, bas had a moratorium
since January 1996 on production, export and use of mines. But a Canadian stockpile of 90,000 mines is not
being destroyed, small quantities of new mines have been purchased for mine detection research and the
moratorium can be lifted i the event the military needs to use them. Canada bas not laid mines since it was
last engaged in a land war - the Korean conflict four decades ago.
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World leaders move toward Iand-mmines ban
International Quandary: For many countries, mncluding

Canada, the desire to ban anti-personnel land mines runs

afoul of defence departmnents and military instincts.

By Juliet O'Neill
Foreign affairs writer for The Ottawa Citizen

Canadas Foreign Affairs and Defence departments are at odds over

anti-personnel land mines policy as the government prepares to host an

international conference this week to plot strategy toward a global ban
on the world s most insidious weapons.

Foreign Affairs officiaIs, supportmng a ban, are trying to take temporary

comifort, in the fact that many of the more than 60 countries sending
delegates to the Oct. 3 to 5 conference are in the sanie boat, with

defence departments wanting to reserve the.right to use mines if

necessary to protect their soldiers in a conflict.

However, in the months leading up to the conférence, in which Foreign Affairs tirst expected only a dozen

"frustrated" countries would be interested, the issue has taken off. Increasing numbers of countries have

declared bans and Canada, the host, stands in the awkward position of not practising what it is preaching.

"The govemnment looks rather hypocritical having this conference without being willing to take bold steps

themselves," says New Democrat Wl Bill Blaikie, whose office bas been helping activists blitz the cabinet

with faxes cafling for a change in policy to heighten Canada's credibility on the issue. "I hope the conference

will embarrass the govemnment mnto acting. Land mines cause carnage long afler a confliet is over and if's our

guys, our peacekeepers, crawling around on their bellies out there cleaning this up."

Canada, whose peacekeepers have an international reputation for demining expertise, has had a moratorium

since January 1996 on production, export and use of mines. But a Canadian stockpile of 90,000 mines is not

being destroyed, small quantities of new mines have been purchased for mine detection research and the

moratorium can be lifled in the event the military needs to use them. Canada bas flot laid mines since it was

last engaged in a land war - the Korean conflict four decades ago.
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World leaders move toward land-mmines ban
International Quandary: For mnany countries,
mncluding Canada, the desire to ban anti-personnel
land mines runs afoul of defence departmnents and
military instincts.

By Juliet O'Neill
S Foreign affairs writer for The Ottwa Citizen

Canadas Foreign Affairs and Defence departments are at
odds over anti-personnel land mmnes policy as thefe government prepares to host an international conference this

wek to, plot strategy toward a global ban on the world's
most insidîous weapons.

Foreign Afl'airs officials, supportîng a ban, are trying to take
temporary comfort in the fact that many of the more than 60
countries sending delegates to the Oct. 3 to, 5 conference are
in the saine boat, with defence departments wanting to
reserve the right to use mines if necessary to protect their

soldiers in a conflict.

However, ini the months leading up to the conférence, ini which Foreign Affairs first expected only a dozen
"frustrated" countries, would be înterested, the issue has taken off. Increasing numbers of countries have
declared bans and Canada, the host, stands ini the awkward position of not practising what it is preaching.

"The governîment looks rather hypocritical. having this conference without being wilhng to take bold steps
themselves," says New Democrat WP Bill Blailcie, whose office has been helping activists blitz the cabinet
with faxes calling for a change in policy to heighten Canada's credibility on the issue. "I hope the conference
will embarrass the government into acting. Land mines cause carnage long afier a conflîet is over and if s our
guys, our peacekeepers, crawling around on their bellies out there cleaning this up."

Canada, whose peacekeepers have an international reputation for demining expertise, lias had a moratorium
since January 1996 on production, export and use of mines. But a Canadian stockpile of 90,000 mines is not
being destroyed, small quantities of new mines have been purchased for mine detection researchi and the
moratorium can be lifted in the event the military needs to use them. Canada has not laid mines since it was
last engaged in a land war - the Korean conflîct four decades ago.
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World leaders move toward Iand-mines bon
International Quandary: For many countnies,
mncluding Canada, the desire to ban anti-personnel
land mines runs afoul of defence departments and
milîtary instincts.

By Juliet ONei1l
Foreign affairs writer for The Ottawa Citizen

Canada's Foreign Affairs and Defence departments are at
odds over anti-personnel land mines policy as the
govemnment prepares to host an international conférence
this week to plot strategy toward a global ban on the
world's most insidious weapons.

Foreign Affairs officiaIs, supporting a ban, are trying to
take temporary comfort in the fact that many of the more
than 60 countries sending delegates to the Oct. 3 to 5
conference are in the saine boat, with defence departments
wanting to reserve the right to use mines if necessary to
protect their soldiers in a confict.

However, in the months leading up to the conference, in
which Foreign Affairs first expected only a dozen
"fiustrated" countries would. bc interested,, the issue has

taken off. Increasing numbers of countries have declared bans and Canada, the host, stands in the awkward
position of not practising what it is preaching.

"The governient looks rather hypocritical having this conference without being willing to take bold steps
themselves," says New Democrat MW Bfi Blailde, whose office has been helping activists blitz the cabinet
with faxes calling for a change ini policy to heighten Canada!s credibility on the issue. "I hope the conférence
will embarrass the govemnment ito acting. Land mines cause carnage long after a conflict is over and it's our
guys, our peacekeepers, crawling around on their bellies out there cleaning this up."

Canada, whose peacekeepers have an international reputation for demining expertise, has had a moratorium
since January 1996 on production, export and use of mines. But a Canadian stockpile of 90,000 mines is not
being destroyed, small quantifies of new mines have been purchased for mine detection research and the
moratorium can be Iifted in the event the military needs to use them. Canada has not laid mines since it was
last engaged in a land war - the Korean conflict four decades ago.
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World leaders movo toward land-mminos ban
International Quandary: For
many countries, mncludmng
Canada, the desire to ban
anti-personnel land mines
runs afoul of defence
departments and military
instincts.

By Juliet ONeÎIi
Foreign affairs writer for The Ottawa
citizen

Canada!s Foreign Affairs and
Defence departmnents are at odds
over anti-personnel land mines

policy as the govemmient prepares to host an international conference this week to plot strategy toward a
global ban on the world's most insidious weapons.

Foreign Affairs officials, supporting a ban, are trying to take temnporary comfort ini the fact that many of the

more than 60 countries sending, delegates to the Oct. 3 to 5 conference are in the sanie boat, with defenoe

departments wanting to reserve the right to use mines if n ecessary to proteot their soldiers i a conflict.

FLowever, i the months leading up to the conference, in wbich Foreign Affairs first expected only a dozen

"frustrated" countries would be interested, the issue has taken off Increasing numbers of countries have

declared bans and Canada, the host, stands in the awkward position of not practising what it is preaching.

"The government looks rather hypocritical having this conference without being willing to take bold steps

themselves," says New Democrat MP Bull Blaikie, whose office has been helping activists blitz the cabinet

with faxes calling for a change in policy to heighten Canada!s credibility on the issue. "I hope the conference
will embarrass the governmnent mnto acting. Land mines cause carnage long aller a conflict is over and itfs our
guys, our peacekeepers, crawling around on their beliies out there cleaning this up."

Canada, whose peacekeepers have an international reputation for demining expertise, has had a moratorium
smnce January 1996 on production, export and use ofnmines. But a Canadian stockpile of 90,000 mines is not

being destroyed, small quantities of new mines have been purchased for mine detection research and the

moratorium cai be lifted in the event the military needs to use them. Canada has not laid mines since it was,
last engaged in a land war - the Korean conflict four decades ago.
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Thme JouruuoIist's Perspective: One Reporter's Story
Juliot ONeili, Foreign Correspondent
ne Offm &w*(tW,

When reporting on an issue, a journalist must remain unbiased.

In tackling the land mines treaty movement, Juliet O'Neill chose to focus on the foreign policy and
polities surrounding defense and land mines in various countries, and the diplomnatie effort for, and
against, an international anti-personnel mine ban.

The foliowîng is a brief chronology of how she approached this story.

OrNeili found out about the land mines conference while researching another story. She thought that it
would make a good article, and her editor agreed. Her original article, " World leaders move toward
land-mines ban ". ncluded background material on the issue, information about the upcoming
conference, and an introduction to non-govemnmental organizations such as Mines Action Canada,
wbich were also planning actîvities around the conference. ONeill wrote the article and ber editor
chose a photograph to accompany ber writing ftomn materials provided by Mines Action Canada. A
map of the world, outlining land-mined countries, and a schedule of public events related to the
conférence completed the story. The whole piece took up over three-quarters of a page.

Iurimg the Confer.noe

Once the conference was underwvay, space shrank. OtNeill wrote a smnaller article describing the flrst
day of the conference entitled "Counitries show support -for land-mine ban". Southamn artist Paul
Perreault, on bis own initiative, researehed the treacherous task of de-mning. The resuit of bis effort
was the graphie depietion of "The delicate task of de-mining," which accompanied O'NeÎlls article and
greatly enhaneed its profile.

1post-Confoeence

Everyone knew ftom the beginning that there would be no agreement on this issue at the Ottawa
conference, and therefore, no real story. OYNeill, however, felt that Lloyd Axworthy's challenge to the
other nations was a story. Her editor disagreed and chose to have the conference's failure to arrive on
an agreement as the main focus of ber article, "Countries lai! to set deadline on ban". Two other
reporters coverins the conference chose the more optiniistic slant.
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The awarding of the Nobel Peace Prize, in October 1997, the reluctance of the United States to sign
(and subsequent pressure to sign. followîng the prize), the treaty signing in December 1997 and its
subsequent implementation and challenges, have ensured continued press coverage on this issue.
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World leaders move toward land-mmin.s ban
* he Ottawa Citizen

September 29, 1996
Reptinted with permission

International Quandary: For many countnies,
mncludmng Canada, the desire to ban anti-personnel
land mines runs afoul of defence deprients and
military instincts.

By Juliet ONelil
Foreign affairs writer for The Ottawa Citzen

Canada's Foreign Affairs and Defence departments are at
odds over anti-personnel land mines* policy as the
government prepares to host an international conference
this week to, plot strategy toward a global ban on the
world's most insidious weapons.

Foreign Affairs officials, supportmng a ban, are trying to,
take temporary comfort i the fact that many of the more
than 60 countries sending delegates to the Oct. 3 to 5
conference are in the saine boat, with defence
departments wanting to reserve the right to use mines if
necessary to protect their soldiers in a conflict.

Nine-year-old Wazir Hainmond tries on his new
prosthesis at a Kabul hospital.

Jlowever, in the months leading up to the conference, in which Foreign Afibirs first expected only a dozen
"frustrated" countries would be interested, the issue bas taken off Increasing numbers of countries have
declared bans and Canada, the host, stands in the awkward position of not practising what it is preaching.

"The governinent looks rather hypocritical havmng this conference without being willing to take bold steps
thernselves," says New Democrat MP Bill Blaikie, whose office bas been helping activists blitz the cabinet
with faxes calling for a change in policy to heighten Canadas credibility on the issue. "I hope the conférence
will embarrass the governinent into acting. Land mines cause carnage long after a conflict is over and it's our
guys, our peacekeepers, crawling around on their bellies out there cleaning this up. "

Canada, whose peacekeepers have an international reputation for demining expertise, bas had a moratorium
since January 1996 on production, export and use of mines. But a Canadian stockpile of 90,000 mines is not

*bemng destroyed, small quantities of new mines have been purchased for mine detection research and the
ID moratorium can be lifted in the event the militarv needs to use thein. Canada bas not laid mines since it was
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The Canadian military has been busy clearing land mines, particularly since the end of the war against the
Soviet-led and backed govemnment in Afghanistan. Female Canadian soldiers belped Muslîm refùgee women.recognize unexploded mines and bombs. Since then, Canada bas "de-mined" in Kuwait, Cambodia, Croatia
and Bosnia.

While somne Foreign Affairs officiais question the need for real mines in training, Lt. Col. Normand Levert,
mnvolved, in the Defence Departmnent's proposai for a $30 million mine clearance system, says that "using live
mines in training provides our guys with a whole lot of confidence in tbemselves. "

Public knowledge about tbe devastation of land mines - ultra cheap weapons, that do horrifying damiage to
innocent civilians for decades after a war bas ended - bas increased so mucb in recent montbs tbat the
federal government bas been a bit taken aback by the popularity of next week's conference, to which some
countries are coming for fear of missing a politicaily fashionable event and into wbicb humanitarian groups
are throwing their energies.

"If's a popular cause," says Celina Tuttie, co-ordmnating non-govemnment activities around the conference.
"At a grassroots level, people bave become more aware of tbe issue and interest bas just snowballed. "

"Tbis is a do-able issue," says Vancouver Lberal ND> Herb Dhaliwal, Who, helped shepherd an endorsement
of a ban tbrough the Inter-Parliamentary Union conference last week in China, wbicb abstained from the
vote. China, tbe world's largest supplier of land mines, will not be attending tbe Ottawa conference.

Crash course

Mines Action Canada and other coaiitions of humanitarian policy and development groups bave organized, an
*array of events to coincide with tbe conference, providing a kind of crash course on landmines, which:

*Kil an estimated 10,000 people eacb year.
*Have lefi an estimated quarter of a million people disabled.
*And bave turned huge swatbes of agricultural land into "no mans land" in Cambodia, Angola,

Mozanmbique, Bosnia, Croatia and many other counitries.

While a plastic land mine that can Iast for decades, if not centuries, can be purcbased for as littie as $3, tbe
cost of removal can reacb into tbe tbousands of dollars. And survivors need thousands of dollars wortb of
surgery and prosthetic care.

Internationai Red Cross officiai Roberta Walker says land mines increase the cost of deliverîng food and
medical aid by hundreds of times because planes bave to be used. Trucks would be blown up. "And this is
rather gross, but a land mine victini needs a lot more blood than a victini of a gunsbot wound."

There are an estimated 110 million anti-personnel land mines laid i 69 countries and about as many in
stockpiles around the world, with production totaling about five million annually. Italy, another major
producer, was expected to anilounce a ban pledge before the conference.

"A ban is only the beginning," says Linda Tripp of World Vision Canada. Government officiais suggest
Canada will reconsider its policy if and when there is a global ban treaty to sign - one of the aims of the

*9 conférence.

Even when that day comes, experts note that guerrilla groups and unofficial armies won't feel bound by sucb
treaties any more than they feel bound by the Geneva Convention rules of war that armies flout by using land
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mines.

The gap between the theory and practice of existing international law - Geneva Convention rules barring
*attacks on civilians and banning methods of war that cause unnecessary suffering - is a point that will be

made at the conférence by Cornello, Sommaruga, president of the International Comniittee of the Red Cross.
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Cou.mtres show supportfor Uumd-mîIum bon

By Juliet OYNeill
Foreign affairs writer for The Ottawa Citizen

Almost 50 countries declared support Thursday for a global ban on anti-personnel land maines, in a stunning display of
enthusiasm for a proposal dismissed as "otrageons and far-fetvhed" just two years ago.

But the Ottawa conference, at wbich delegations from country after country endorsed a ban and boasted of unilaterl steps
toward land mines disarmament, appears headed towards disagreement on the how and when of negotiating a globa ban treaty.

Cluis Moon, a former British soldier maimed in a land mine explosion in Mozambique 18 montbs ago and a leader of the
International Campaign to Ban Land Mines, cballenged the governments to negotiate a treaty ban by the yenr 2000 instead of
relegating their pledges to "the diplomatic disarmament dustbin."

U. S. Senator Patrick Leahy, a leading politician i the ban campaign who tells of Cambodians clearing their land maines "an
arm and a leg at a trne," told a news conference he would love to return to Washington with the year 2000 target for Congress,

evnif the U. S. government isn't prepared to meet the commitment. "I think 2000 is do-able and wise," ke said.

A U. S. government detegation member said that the United States is not ready to agree to target 2000. And conference
chairman Ralpli Lysyshyn, Canadals disarmament director, conceded that "the people aroumd the table aren't ready to set a
timetable. "

Nor <idsonie key countries agree with Canada's proposai for a "fý-tnig rayngtainotietetaiin
permanent U.N. forum ofthe conventional weapons disarmament-by-consensus process in Geneva.

intries sign on to a global ban treaty quickly, "it is worth having," Lysyshyn said.
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0Reprnted, iwith pemission, from The Ottawa Citizen
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Luud Mine. CMfoen.o
Countios fai*l te a4 deadil. on ban
Canada <.sappointed, Axworthy plan t. urge treaty by next year

The Ottawa Citizen
Section A2, Sunday October 6, 1996
Reprinted with permission

Bty Juflet 01,111l
Foreign affih's correspondent for The Ottawa Cizn

Fîfty countries issued a declaration cailing for "the earliest possible conclusion" of a treaty bann
anti-personnel land mines Saturday, but they failed at an Ottawa conference to agree on a deadline or
a negotiating forum.

Defying such counitries as the United States, which says it isn't ready to commit to a deadline, Foreign
Affairs Minister Lloyd Axworthy, host of the conference, attempted to salvage the outoome by
chailenging the countries to return to Canada in December 1997 to sign a treaty ban that would corne
into effeot ini the year 2000.

Axworthy won sustained applause, over-the-top praise and a standing ovation from many delegations
when lie made the surprise announcement that he would write the foreign ministers of a 50 countries
asking them to sign a ban treaty i 14 months.

However, he had flot cons:ulted. delegates i advance about the proposaI and could flot say at a news
conférence how many countries were unofficiaily backing the idea or how many he excpected would
sign during a first round.

Hall' a dozen countries had been singled out at the conference for defying convention and unilaterally
banning the mines altogether - Germany, Sweden, Belgium, Norway, Gennany, the Philippines,
Switzerland and Austria. Austria circulated draft treaty language at the conference. About 40
countries have called for an immediate ban and dozens, including Canada, have taken partial measures,
unilateraily banning mine exports, halting production and destroying some stockpiles. Canada has had
a moratorium on production, exports and use since January and is reducing a stockpile of 90,000 by
two-tbirds.

"I arn convmnced that we cannot wait for a universal treaty," Axworthy told the delegates. "I arn
convinced that we can start now, even though we may have to proceed with a treaty that does not, i
the first instance, include ail of the states of the world. ..The challenge is to the governments
assembled here to put our rhetoric into action."
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global leadership."

The cheap weapons kil someone every 20 minutes somnewhere ini the world and have put huge
swathes of farmland out of commission in Cambodia, Angola, Mozambique, Bosnia and many other
countries.

There are an estimated 110 million land mines ini 69 countries - the sinister legacy of dozens of
armed conflicts that kili and maim civilians decades after wars end.
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NEWS:

News Judgment

MOT JUST
BLACK & WHITE

Trying to dermne what constitutes news is a delicate business. Sonie of the key factors include:

*Impact: Is the only factory in town closing down? That has a bigger impact than two people being
laid off, so it's bigger news. A disaster is big news because of its impact, leaving people hurt and
homeless.

*Conflict: A demonstration for animal rights in which people peacefilly march and chant slogans is flot
a major news story. But if a confrontation develops between the protesters and a fuir coat merchant,
and someone gets hurt, it becomes a major story because the level of contlîct has increased.

*Prominence: Are celebrities or politicians involved in a story? If so, it's a bigger story. A failed
marriage i the Royal Faniily is a big headline around the world, but the same problems, if they
happened to your next-door neighbour, wouldn't even make the local paper.

*Proximity: If your newspaper is hi, Timniins, Ontario, and a homeless person freezes to death on
Tùnnins' main street one winter night, that's big news. But if your newspaper is in Whitehorse,
Yukon, you are flot as iterested in a death in Timniins, because it isn't close to your readers.

*Freshness: News has a short shelflfife. If a development happened an hour before the paper's deadline,
it's bigger news than if it's 24 hours old.

*Novelty: There's a sayig that "if a dog bites a man it isn't news, but if a man bites a dog, that's news."
Human interest: Related to novelty. Stories about the 96-year-old who swims i the ocean every
mornig, winter and summer, or about the faniily with 20 foster children and how they cope, are of
iterest to readers.

These factors are ail a part of news judgment.

Reprinted, with permission, from News is Not Just Black and White, a workbook
produced by the Caadian Newspaýper Associaton.
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cU Campîaogu

TO: US Campaign
FR: Jili Greenberg

Here is a not-so-complimentary article from Sunday's New
C.J York imes. Please see Caleb's note below regarding any

letters you may want to send in response. Thanks.

Dear US Canipaign Members:
Tim Rieser of Sen. Leahy's staff bas asked me if campaigners
could hold off ftomn submnitting letters or articles to the New
York limes i response to today's (Sunday) article that gives
such credence to US demands for exceptions to the Ottawa
Treaty. He wants to, make sure that the best response from the
best possible source is wbat is provided to, the NYT. 1 agree.
Hope we can ail wait a coupleof days and see what be cmi
put together. Best and congratulations for ail the great work
that made Clinton reverse course a bit and get involved i the
Ottawa process.
Caleb Rossiter,
Demilitarization for Democrcy

August 24, 1997

One Step at a Time: Why Washington Likes Lanid Mines

By STEVEN LEE MYERS

WASHJrNGTON-The problem with land mines, for those who
would like to banisb them, is that they work so weil. They are
cheap, deadly and durable. They are also indiscriminate. Tbis
year i Egypt a girl was kiiled by a mine apparently buried i
tbe desert by Ronimel's Afrika Korps i 1942.

Last week, under growing diplomatie pressure, the Clinton
administration reversed itself and said the United States would
at last take part in negotiations to ban the use of
anti-personnel mines, j oining more than 100 countriesI expected to gatber in Ottawa in December to sign a ban
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The reversai was hailed, but the administration went on to
însist that it would flot sign unless the treaty included two
exemptions-one geographic, one technological-allowing the
continued use of some mines.

At the urging of Pentagon strategists, the United States wants
to keep using some one million of the most common kind of
land mines to protect South Korea from an invasion by North
Korea along the world's tensest, most heavily fortifled border.
It also wants to exempt a relativély new "smart" type of mine
desîgned to, destroy tanks.

The administration's position underscored the fact that for al
their stigmatization as brutal, random. weapons as strategically
and morally obsolete as, poison gas, land mines still have
flendishly effective purposes-even for the world's best
equipped and most advanced military.

"The price of giving up land mines is thousands of lives," a
senior administration official said bluntly.

Supporters of a ban question the Pentagon's justifications.
They say the administration's position could stali or even
scuttie the treaty negotiations by înviting other countries to
seek their own exemptions.

"The diplomnatic reality is that the U.S. mines have to go if the
other countries are going to give up theirs," said Caleb S.
Rossiter, director ofUDemilitarization for Democracy, an
advocacy group in Washington that strongly supports a ban.

Anywhere from 80 million to 110 million land mines are
buried i 68 nations, from Angola to Bosnia, Nicaragua to,
Cambodia. Egypt has the most, with an estimated 23 million,
followed by Iran, with 16 million, Angola, with 12 million,
and China, Iraq and Afghanistan, with 10 million each.

Land mines are estimated to kil or main thousands of people
a year, mostly civilians, long after the wars in which they were
planted ended. And it is their randoin violence that gives
impetus to the campaign to ban them. Given littie chance of
succesa when a handful of humanitarian groups began it a few
years ago, the campaign lias now attracted support from
dozens of
governments, from groups like the Vietnamn Veterans of
America, and from celebrities including the Princess of Wales,
Diana.
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the use of older land mines that, unlike "smart" mines, do flot
self-destruct afler a certain period.

The United States now deploys the older mines only around
its base at Guantanamno Bay ini Cuba (where they are being
removed) and in South Korea.

In the case of Korea, Pentagon strategîsts say anti-personnel
mines are vital to thwarting any invasion by the 900,000
North Korean troops massed along the demilitarized zone.

And flot in the way that might seemn obvious, by laying a mine
field deadly enough to discourage a frontal assault. Instead,
the mines protect concrete anti-tank barriers on the first line
of defense from North Korean demnolition teams.

The Pentagon insists that without the mines the North
Koreans might reach South Korea's capital, Seoul, before
being beaten back. And the defense of South Korea is flot just
a U. S. mission, but a UN. mandate, as administration officials
noted. in the face of criticism. Canada, the leader of the effort
to draft a treaty banning the production, stockpiling and
deployment of anti-personnel mines, would be called upon to
fight, too.

Robert L. Cowles, director of the Pentagon's Office of
De-Mining and Anti-Personnel Land Mine Policy, said
Korea's unique circumstances qualified it for an exemption
and would flot automatically lead other countries to seek
exemptions.

"Korea is a throwback," he said. "Theres no place like it in
the world. H

At a time when the United States depends on lighter, more
mobile forces to defend its interests around the world, the
Pentagon has also concluded that it cannot do without the
"smart" anti-tank mines. Under the treaty being considered,
those mines would be banned because they incorporate
anti-personnel mines, mainly to keep soldiers, who don't
weigh enough to trigger the
anti-tank mines, from simply lifting them out of tanks' way.

These mines had their first test in battle
divisions during the Persian Gulf war in
to Pentagon officiais, proved devastatin
dropped themn behind the Iraai units.' o,
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exemptions as excuses for delay. Meanwhile, they say, U. S.
soldiers could face mines overseas, as is happening in Bosnia.

"They're always going to be able to make an argument for
using land mines," said Timothy Rieser, a spokesman for Sen.
Patrick Leahy, D-Vt., who, has led the fight in Congress
against mines. "But we also, have a huge ainount to gain here.
They are used against us."

Copyight 1997 The New York Times Company

JI Greenberg
US Campaign to, Ban Landmines
Vietnanm Veterans of America Foundation
2001 S St, NW, Suite 740
Washington DC 20009
PH: + 202 483 9222
FAX + 202 483 9312 or 483 9314
EMAIL: jfll@vi.org
WEB: http://www.vvaf.orgllandnine/îndex.html
1997: YEAR 0F THE INTERNATIONAL BAN
BAN EM NOW- LT IS TIME FOR TH1E US TO GET
ON BOARD- 97 OTHER COUNTRIES HAVE DONE LT!
GET WLTH 1TEE PROGRAM PRESIDENT CLINTON!

What you can do 1 Campaign Updates, 1 Upcoing Events

Members 1 Landmine LbayJHome

Copyright (0 1997 - Vietnam Veterans of Amerîca Foundation
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-T ý"f TO
1ýý BAN

Vietnam
Vet.~.nuo~

TO: US Campaign
FR: I Greenberg
August 26, 1997

In case any of you did flot see this today, the New York Times
ran a great editorial.

Stop Stalling on Land Mines

This month the Clinton Administration rightly though
belatedly decided to join more than 100 other nations working
to adopt a draft treaty banning anti-personnel land mines.
Rtegrettably, the Administration still insists on pressing for
two Pentagon-sponsored exceptions that are likely flot only to
delay this Canadian-led initiative but, worse, to undermine the
larger goal of drawing holdouts like Russia and China into a
worldwide treaty.

Land mines were the leading cause of American military
casualties in the Vietnamn War. They also kill tens, of
thousands of civilians every year in places like Cambodia,
Angola and Bosnia, and continue to kilt and maim for years
affer the wars they were used in have ended. Simple to design
and cheap to produce, they are poor countries' weapon of
choice against sophisticated milltary powers like the United
States. Veterans groups, human rights organizations and
Vietnam veterans now serving in Congress helped persuade
the Administration to join the Canadian effort.

Some important military powers, like Russia and China, are
not taking part in these draft treaty negotiations. For most of
this year, these and other holdouts have stymied a parallel
attempt to negotiate a worldwide ban on land mines through
the United Nations. The goal of the Canadian initiative is to
create powerful moral pressure on these countries to drop
their resistance.

Camupaign
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conjunction with anti-tank mines.

President Clinton should reject both of these demands.
Achieving an effective global mine treaty is a prime American
interest. Preventing needless military and civilian casualties
should take precedence over spaing the Pentagon the trouble
of adjusting its contingency plans. These plans can be
modified to, conformn to a land mine ban without
compromising American secuity.

The case for a Korean exception is based on longstanding
American plans to use land mines to, slow a North Korean
ground invasion of the South. Yet military analysts, including
a former commander of United States troops in South Korea,
Gen. James Hollingsworth, now argue that such use would be
fia gaine plan for disaster," leading to unnecessary casualties
among American troops and South Korean civilians.

The other exception the Pentagon wants would expand a
provision in the present draft treaty that allows the
deployment of some anti-personnel mines, under carefiflly
circumscribed provisions, to protect anti-tank mines against
tampering. Washington wants this loophole expanded so that
it can continue to use an existing weapons systemn that
airdrops anti-tank and anti-personnel mines together. The
better solution would be to design new combination mining
systems that do not require renegotiating the draft treaty.

If the United States persists in demanding the two exceptions,
other countries will have no trouble finding comparable
loopholes of their own. The coalition of veteras, activists and
legislators that helped bring the Administration this far should
sustain its efforts until Mr. Clinton stands up to the Pentagoris
needless demnands. The chance to save s0 many lives should
not, be firther delayed.

Jill Greenberg
US Campaîgn to Ban Landmmnes
Vietnam Veterans of America Foundation
2001 S St, NW, Suite 740
Washington DC 20009
PH: + 202 483 9222
FAX: + 202 483 9312 or 483 9314
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